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I am delighted to note India’s participation in MIPCOM and MIPJunior in Cannes, 
France during 15-20th October, 2022. 

MIPCOM is the major global international co-production & entertainment content 
market. This event is the confluence of  the world’s greatest gathering of  television 
and media professionals. In this 38th edition, decision makers from over 100 countries 
will converge on Cannes to source content and garner international production part-
nerships. Recognising the significance of  kids’ entertainment market and its huge 
growth potential, MIPJunior (15-17th October 2022) will focus on exploring the further 
expansion of  the kids’ entertainment industry. These partnerships are crucial for 
content creation as well as for finding the right business models in the fast growing 
media and entertainment sector.

Coming closely on the heels of  India’s participation as ‘Country of  Honour’ at the 
Marche du Film in Cannes Film Festival 2022, this participation will set the course for 
making a mark for India in the entertainment sector globally across all genres and 
platforms, much beyond the films sector. India has a lot of  stories to be told and the 
country truly possesses immense potential to become the content hub of  the world. 
This global positioning will provide due acknowledgment to India’s tales and talent. 
A slew of  international trade promotion activities will be launched as part of  our 
campaign to achieve the objectives as set out in India’s positioning as Content Hub of  
the world. 

I take this opportunity to acknowledge the support of  Services Export Promotion 
Council; Ministry of  Commerce, Government of  India and the Embassy of  India in 
France in making the participation possible. The Ministry of  Information and Broad-
casting looks forward to active engagement with all stakeholders in this mission.

Anurag Singh Thakur 
Union Minister for Information 
& Broadcasting and Youth Affairs 
& Sports, Government of  India

MESSAGE
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India’s media and entertainment industry is currently at a pivotal point and is po-
sitioned to develop into a content hub for the global audiovisual market. MIPCOM 

offers a great platform for showcasing the wide range of  audiovisual and cinematic 
work produced in India and attracting production companies, co-production part-
ners, filmmakers, and buyers from around the world to express their interest in the 
content produced in India.

This Indian Content Guide lists completed, in-development, and in-production films, 
web series, animation, and documentaries for companies to scout for co-production 
partners, sales agents, and buyers. This guide positions India’s strengths and diversi-
ty in content creation across the country and across genres as a whole.

India not only offers filmmaking opportunities on a variety of  subjects and spectac-
ular filming locations, but also cost-effective post-production services. Storytelling 
through animation in India has enormous potential to become a global centre for such 
activities. 

The Government of  India is committed to creating an enabling environment for this 
industry to thrive.  The recently formed AVGC (Animation, Visual Effects, Gaming, 
and Comics) Promotion Task Force to boost the sector’s growth is a step in the right 
direction. 

I cordially invite international audio-visual professionals to visit the India Pavilion at 
MIPCOM in Cannes and be a part of  India’s success story in this sector.

India currently has 15 collaboration agreements, which we would like to expand. At 
the Cannes Film Festival 2022, we announced an incentive policy for Indian co-pro-
ductions and productions. Each State in India also has its own set of  incentives, and 
when combined, they form a very viable and appealing package for filmmakers to visit 
India and for Indian filmmakers to collaborate with filmmakers from other countries.

I also take this opportunity to invite you to the 53rd International Film Festival of  
India, which will be held in Goa from November 20 to 28 this year. India is open for 
business, and I would like to extend an invitation to collaborate and invest in India. 

The  
GovernmenT  
of IndIa Is 
commITTed 
To creaTInG 
an enablInG 
envIronmenT 
for audIo-vIsual 
IndusTry To 
ThrIve

Apurva Chandra 
Secretary 
Ministry of  Information & Broadcasting 
Government of  India

FOREWORD
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FOREWORD

The Indian audio-visual industry is one of  the champion sectors supported by the 
Government of  India, with a rapid growth curve. The Services Export Promo-

tion Council (SEPC) has set up the India Pavilion at MIPCOM to exhibit a wide array 
of  services offered by Indian audio-visual companies and to facilitate matchmaking 
needs of  overseas production houses.

I am excited to share with you the Indian Content Guide would to pave the way for 
creative individuals to collaborate and work across various platforms, and generate 
Make In India content for the world.

It is becoming increasingly clear that content is the primary driver for the audio-vi-
sual industry, and that various technologies are simply tools for services to acceler-
ate the sector’s transformation. Coupled with digitization and the expansion of  the 
Internet in India, barriers to market entry for smaller businesses offering skills and 
services in new forms of  content creation for various platforms are now lowering. 
MIPCOM provides such companies with an excellent platform to demonstrate their 
prowess in this evolving ecosystem, where geographical boundaries have vanished, 
opening up new avenues for Indian content to reach the global market.

One of  the key goals of  the Services Export Promotion Council is to achieve this by 
focusing on forging new ties with the objective of  promoting higher value creation 
through Intellectual Property, leveraging India’s co-production treaties and free 
trade agreements to access markets in ASEAN, Australia, and the UAE, and increas-
ing India’s market share in the global audiovisual industry.

This Indian Content Guide aims to provide a comprehensive directory of  audiovisual 
projects, including films, web series, animation, and documentaries, for companies 
seeking co-production partners, sales agents, and buyers. It demonstrates India’s 
strengths and services in the audio-visual sector, as well as government facilitation 
for ease of  doing business.

The India Pavilion at MIPCOM this year will be bigger and better, and we expect to 
forge deeper ties with a large number of  quality production houses and creators.

conTenT Is 
The prImary 
drIver for The 
audIo-vIsual 
IndusTry

Sunil H. Talati
Chairman,
Services Export Promotion Council
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Discover the Magic of Indian Content

I am delighted to be presenting the Indian Content Guide to delegates at the 38th MIP-
COM, the world’s entertainment content market, which is taking place in Cannes, 

France. The Services Exports Promotion Council (established by the Ministry of  Com-
merce & Industry, Government of  India) is bringing out this Guide for the Media & 
Entertainment Sector with a catalogue of  completed original films, web series, docu-
mentaries, animation IPs and properties that are under development and seek co-pro-
duction partners to position India as the content hub of  the world.

SEPC is organising the India Pavilion at MIPCOM  with support from Ministry of  
Commerce and Industry and Ministry of  Information and Broadcasting, Government 
of  India. At MIPCOM 2022  Ministry of  Information and Broadcasting has taken the 
initiative of  launching a brand logo positioning India as the Content Hub of  the World. 
Ministry of  Information and Broadcasting has also curated three interactive sessions 
at MIP Junior and MIPCOM.

One of  the key SEPC objectives is to assist and support small and medium-sized media 
and entertainment companies in navigating critical aspects of  IP creation and pre-
senting content from India to buyers and distributors worldwide. India’s participation 
at MIPCOM represents a tremendous opportunity for the country to increase exports 
and expand its global footprint by forming partnerships with production companies 
and filmmakers attending the entertainment content extravaganza.

The Indian audio-visual sector has been identified as a priority sector for assistance 
by the Government of  India as part of  its Champion Service Sector initiative. The An-
imation, Visual Effects, Gaming, and Comic (AVGC) sector is growing at a rate of  29% 
within the M&E sector, while the audio-visual sector and services are growing at a rate 
of  25%. Individual data consumption in India is the highest among countries, at 13 GB 
per month, while data rates are among the lowest in the world.

The audio-visual sector is undergoing rapid transformation in a converging world as 
a result of  the adoption of  5G, the expansion of  broadband, mobile technologies, and 
the emergence of  digital media. In the media and entertainment industries, intellec-
tual property (IP) is the most valuable asset for its creators. Our goal is to broaden 
India’s global footprint, and we would be delighted to assist you in connecting with 
and serving from India. Send an email to dg@servicesepc.org about your MIPCOM 
experience.

IndIa’s 
parTIcIpaTIon 
aT mIpcom 
represenTs a 
Tremendous 
opporTunITy 
for The 
counTry To 
Increase 
exporTs 
and expand 
ITs Global 
fooTprInT

from The desK of dG, sepc

Dr. Abhay Sinha
Director General
Services Export Promotion Council
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Indian audio-visual landscape

With revenue of  around $30 billion, the Indian audio-visual sector is one of  
the most dynamic industries in India, with modern technologies acting 

as growth drivers. Television, print, films, radio, music, live events, gaming, 
out-of-home (OOH) advertising, over-the-top (OTT), and AVGC are the major 
industries within the sector.

The Indian audio-visual industry is experiencing exponential growth, with 
over 900 million Internet subscribers, 600 million smart phone users, 500 mil-
lion active social media users, 900 TV channels, 510 million gamers, and 1.2 bil-
lion mobile subscribers. The Government of  India has designated audio visual 
services as a champion sector due to its enormous potential to exponentially 
boost economic growth and job creation.

The changing dynamics of  the industry have an impact on all levels of  the 
consumer pyramid. The industry has seen steady growth in recent years, fu-
elled by digital media, changing content consumption patterns, steady prog-
ress in digitization, regulatory and structural changes, the emergence of  new 
consumer centres across tier III and Tier IV cities, and the rise of  new sectors 
within.

The Indian film industry is big business, and box office revenues are steadily 
increasing. Similarly, as digital entertainment expands in India, as in many de-
veloping economies, the all-inclusive, unlimited subscription model is gaining 
traction. Live music and digital music streaming are becoming increasingly 

While India consumes content 
from all over the world, Indian 
M&E sector is inspired and mo-
tivated to focus on developing 
Indian content which has global 
appeal.

The Government of  India has 
designated audio visual services 
as a champion sector due to its 
enormous potential to exponen-
tially boost economic growth 
and job creation.

With a new M&E policy on the 
anvil and the creation of  an 
AVGC Promotion Task Force 
to boost growth of  the sector, 
the service sector for animation 
VFX and games can double its 
export growth.

The global consumption 
potential of content created 
by the Indian audio-visual 
sector is enormous. India is 
quickly becoming the world’s 
premier digital engine room, 
particularly in the animation, 
visual effects, and gaming 
sectors
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popular in India. Video games, which include PC, app-based, digital, and on-
line consoles, are also rapidly expanding.

Indian on-screen content is available in over 100 countries on all major OTT 
platforms, including Netflix, Prime Video, iTunes, and YouTube. This is only 
the tip of  the iceberg, which is expected to grow in the coming years.

Content created for Indian media sectors has enormous global consumption 
potential. Particularly when it comes to Animation, Visual Effects and Gam-
ing sectors, India is rapidly becoming the premier digital engine room for the 
world. With a new M&E policy on the anvil and the creation of  an AVGC Pro-
motion Task Force that was constituted this year to boost growth of  the sector, 
the service sector for animation VFX and games can double its export growth.

Currently, India is ranked fourth in the global audio-visual exports in the 
world. India’s total exports account for $300 billion. More than 70 per cent 
of  the AVGC revenues comes from AVGC services to the global markets. The 
AVGC sector in India is poised to drive a similar growth to what the IT indus-
try saw 20 years ago. Audio-visual exports in the next five to 10 years will be 
amongst the top 5 sectors contributing to India’s GDP.

India has a large number of  
skilled people who are already 
engaged in creating content for 
the world and they are avail-
able to develop the ecosystem 
in the form of  mentor and 
startups.

India has issued regulation 
guidelines outlining how 
content will be regulated in 
the country. Regulators seek to 
ensure that platforms do not 
have monopolistic or anti-com-
petitive features.

On one hand India is focused on 
capitalizing upcoming emerging 
technologies that are critical for 
M&E’s growth, but on the other 
hand there is greater emphisis 
on giving sector focus to these 
technologies all across the country.
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India emerging as the World’s content hub

India is on track to become the world’s content hub, producing a wide range 
of  content in a variety of  languages and genres. It is now abundantly clear 

that content is the primary driving force behind the current audio-visual sec-
tor transformation, and that various technologies are tools used by services to 
accelerate the process. Everything that needs to be done can now be done in 
India, whether it is services, production, or any type of  creative output.

The country not only offers diverse filmmaking opportunities and spectacular 
filming locations, but also cost-effective post-production services, coupled with 
availability of  world-class creative talent, low cost of  data, introduction of  5G 
technology, and a favourable policy regime that supports content creators ev-
ery step of  the way. 

India has a great deal of  potential to become a hub for animated storytelling 
on a global scale. The Indian media, entertainment, and technology industries 
are expanding at a rapid rate as a result of  the rising popularity of  our content, 
particularly in the fields of  animation, VFX, gaming, and AR/VR. Internation-
al producers and production companies are becoming increasingly interested 
in Indian animation and visual effects.

Indian animated IPs have recently seen success. Little Bheem from Green 
Gold Animation and Deepa & Anoop from Graphiti are two well-known ex-
amples of  how original IP-based preschool animation series from India can 
go global.

A huge untapped market exists 
for games and animations 
based on Indian stories with 
Indian cultural sensibilities 
that can be developed under 
the Make in India initiative 
because India places a strong 
emphasis on exports

The Indian media & enter-
tainment industry is expand-
ing rapidly as a result of  the 
rising popularity of  its content, 
particularly in the fields of  
animation, VFX, gaming, and 
AR/VR.

In order to meet the demands 
of  the international M&E 
industry, many businesses have 
already built high-end studio 
facilities in India.

Indian production studios and 
production talent have had 
the privilege of  working with 
global majors like Disney, War-
ner Bros, DreamWorks, Sony 
Pictures Entertainment, etc.
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In order to meet the demands of  the international M&E industry, many busi-
nesses have already built high-end studio facilities in India. Their global busi-
ness model allows both local and remote clients to produce, collaborate on, and 
distribute content anywhere in the world.

Indian production studios and production talent have had the privilege of  
working with global majors like Disney, Warner Bros, DreamWorks, Sony 
Pictures Entertainment, Electronic Arts, Cartoon Network, Fox, Ubisoft and 
Zynga among several others. Similarly, many TV productions from American 
and European Studios are happening due to their joint efforts with Indian 
companies.

A huge untapped market exists for games and animations based on Indian 
stories and good rich content with Indian cultural sensibilities that can be 
developed under the Make in India initiative because India places a strong 
emphasis on exports. For instance, creating video games based on Indian 
folklore like “Vikram and Betaal” or games based on the valour and battles of  
Shivaji Maharaj could prove to be very interesting means of  both educating 
and entertaining kids. Similar to this, Indian stories from “Amar Chitra 
Katha” can influence the educational outcomes of  Indian youth and have 
appeal abroad. 

A huge untapped market exists 
for games and animations 
based on Indian stories and 
good rich content with Indian 
cultural sensibilities.

India is placing a strong em-
phasis on exports. The Indian 
M&E industry seeks opportuni-
ties in neighbouring countries 
as well as countries with which 
its has bilateral agreements.

India not only offers diverse 
filmmaking opportunities and 
spectacular filming locations, but 
also cost-effective post-production 
services, coupled with availability 
of  world-class creative talent.
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policy Initiatives

India has probably one of  the most liberal investment regimes in the me-
dia and entertainment, information and communication sector amongst the 

emerging economies with a conducive foreign direct investment (FDI) envi-
ronment. FDI in all film-related activities such as film financing, production, 
distribution, exhibition, marketing etc. is permitted up to 100% under the au-
tomatic route. Similarly, advertising sector, AVGC sector, publishing/printing 
scientific and technical magazines, periodicals and journals also enjoy up to 
100% FDI through the automatic route.

Films Division, the Directorate of  Film Festivals (DFF), the National Film Ar-
chive of  India (NFAI), and the Children’s Film Society of  India (CFSI) were 
recently merged with the National Film Development Corporation (NFDC), 
which is based in Mumbai and will be the ministry’s cinematic arm. This was 
done with the goal of  ensuring better synergy, activity convergence, and re-
source utilization.

One of  India’s fastest growing media and entertainment sectors is Animation, 
Visual Effects, Gaming, and Comics (AVGC). Following the announcement 
made in the Union Budget 2022 earlier this year, an AVGC Promotion Task 
Force was formed, which will soon submit its report with recommendations to 
further boost the growth of  the sector by bringing more clarity on regulations 
and opening new avenues for growth.

One of India’s fastest growing 
media and entertainment 
sectors is Animation, Visual 
Effects, Gaming, and Comics 
(AVGC)

Film Facilitation Office (FFO) 
set up by the Ministry of  
Information & Broadcasting, 
Government of  India, acts as 
a single window clearance and 
facilitation point for producers 
and production companies.

The merger of  Film Media 
Units in December 2020 by the 
Ministry of  Information and 
Broadcasting under one corpo-
ration will lead to convergence 
of  activities and resources and 
better coordination.

The Government of  India has 
announced its plans to develop 
an Animation, Visual Effects, 
Gaming and Comic (AVGC) 
Centre for Excellence.
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India currently has collaboration agreements with 15 countries and efforts are 
made to expand them. Audio-visual companies operating from India stand to 
benefit from these agreements, as India focuses on boosting audio-visual ser-
vices and product exports from the country.

Recently, the government also announced an incentive policy for co-produc-
tions at the Cannes Film Festival.

Among other initiatives, the Indian government has digitised the cable dis-
tribution sector to attract more institutional funding, increased the FDI limit 
in cable and direct-to-home (DTH) satellite platforms from 74% to 100%, and 
granted industry status to the film industry to facilitate access to institutional 
finance.

 The AVGC Promotion Task 
Force formed earlier this year 
will soon submit its report with 
recommendations to further 
boost the growth of  the sector.

The government has announced 
an incentive policy for co-pro-
ductions. International film 
production companies can now 
claim a payable cash incentive 
of  upto 30% with a cap of  USD 
260,000 (INR 2 crore).

The Government policies are 
now geared towards imparting 
Education, Skilling and Training 
to develop backbone of  digital 
creative industries.
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ease of doing business

India continues to advance in terms of  ease of  doing business, as evidenced 
by its jump of  six spots to 37th place (out of  63 nations) on the annual World 

Competitiveness Index of  the Institute of  Management Development in 2022. 
(IMD). An intense concentration on the rationalisation and digitalization of  
regulatory compliances, encompassing the entire business cycle from start to 
exit, has been at the core of  India’s Ease of  Doing Business reforms.

A single window clearance and facilitation mechanism has been made avail-
able by the Film Facilitation Office (FFO) for international feature films, re-
ality TV and web series, commercial TV serials, and web shows that are shot 
in India. The FFO’s services also ease and facilitate filming for filmmakers, 
helping them to overcome the various obstacles they encounter while filming 
across the nation.

The mandate of  FFO has been further expanded to include building an ecosys-
tem that will make it easier for different approvals and clearances needed for 
theatre setup and event execution by event management organisations at the 
state and national levels.

As part of  its efforts to improve Easing of  Doing Business in India, FFO has 
introduced an Incentive Tracking Mechanism, and a Shooting Permission Re-
dressal/Resolution Mechanism to ensure that the filming process for overseas 
filmmakers is both smooth and easy.

A single window clearance and 
facilitation mechanism has 
been made available by the 
Film Facilitation Office (FFO) 
for international feature films, 
reality TV and web series, 
commercial TV serials, and web 
shows that are shot in India

India has jumped six spots to 
37th place (out of  63 nations) 
on the annual World Competi-
tiveness Index of  the Institute 
of  Management Development 
in 2022.

Single window system is the 
route that India prefers to take 
in the M&E sector, thus cutting 
down bureaucratic hurdles and 
making the process of  obtaining 
various permissions smooth 
and time-bound.

The mandate of  FFO has been 
further expanded to include 
building an ecosystem that will 
make it easier for different ap-
provals and clearances needed 
for theatre setup.
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India has also introduced a separate category of  Visa called Film (F) Visa. The 
F Visa, which is valid for one year, with multiple entry facility has simplified 
entry of  international filmmakers, cast & crew to film in India.

With an aim to create a single window ecosystem for filming across various 
ASI heritage sites/monuments and on Indian Railways, FFO web portal has 
now been integrated with Archaeological Survey of  India (ASI) and the Minis-
try of  Railways websites to create an online application system.

FFO has introduced an Incen-
tive Tracking Mechanism, and 
a Shooting Permission Redres-
sal/Resolution Mechanism to 
ensure that the filming process 
for overseas filmmakers is both 
smooth and easy.

India has introduced a separate 
category of  Visa called Film (F) 
Visa. The F Visa, which is valid 
for one year, with multiple entry 
facility has simplified entry of  
international filmmakers, cast 
& crew to film in India.

FFO web portal has now been 
integrated with Archaeological 
Survey of  India (ASI) and the 
Ministry of  Railways websites 
to create an online application 
system.
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co-production Treaties and Incentives for 
foreign filmmakers

India has Audio Visual co-production treaties with 15 countries. Recently, In-
dia also announced an incentive scheme for audio-visual co-production and 

shooting of  foreign films in India to unleash the potential of  the M&E Industry.

The Incentive Scheme will be executed through Film Facilitation Office (FFO) 
under the aegis of  National Film Development Corporation (NFDC). Some of  
the salient features of  the scheme are:

1. For all qualifying projects, the international film production company can 
claim a payable cash incentive of  upto 30% on Qualifying Expenditure in India 
subject to a maximum of  INR 2 crore (USD 260,000).

2. In case of  foreign films shootings in India, an additional 5% bonus upto a 
maximum of  INR 50 lakhs (USD 65,000) as additional reimbursement would be 
granted for employing 15% or more manpower in India.

3. The incentives of  the schemes can be claimed under either of  the Schemes 
and not for both. To be eligible for the scheme the filmmakers need to ensure 
that the project must have been granted the “Co-Production” status by the 
Ministry of  I&B and the participating country must fall under one of  the In-
dia’s official bi-lateral co-production treaties on Audio-Visual Co-production.

4. Projects that have been granted official Co-production Status after May 1, 
2022 are eligible for the incentive.

International productions that 
have been granted shooting 
permission by the Ministry of 
Information & Broadcasting 
and Ministry of External 
Affairs (for documentaries 
only) after May 1, 2022 are 
eligible for the incentive

India has Audio Visual Co-pro-
duction treaties with 15 coun-
tries, and is looking to expand 
this list further.

A new Incentive Scheme will be 
executed through Film Facili-
tation Office (FFO) under the 
aegis of  National Film Develop-
ment Corporation (NFDC).

For all qualifying projects, the 
international film production 
company can claim a payable 
cash incentive of  upto 30% on 
Qualifying Expenditure in 
India subject to a maximum of  
INR 2 crore (USD 260,000).
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5. International productions that have been granted shooting permission by 
the Ministry of  Information & Broadcasting and Ministry of  External Affairs 
(for documentaries only) after May 1, 2022 are also eligible for the incentive.

6. As far as disbursement mechanism is concerned, the Incentives will be dis-
bursed in two stage—Interim and Final. The Final disbursement claim can be 
made only once the project is complete in India, as per the guidelines under the 
scheme. Incentives are provided on the recommendation of  a Special Incentive 
Evaluation Committee.

Each agreement identifies the competent authority for the country concerned 
to whom applications are made for approval as co–production and other pur-
poses. In India, it is the Ministry of  Information and Broadcasting, Govern-
ment of  India.

  bangladesh    brazil    canada    china 

  france    Germany    Israel    Italy 

  republic of Korea    new Zealand    poland 

  portugal    russia    spain 

`  uK & northern Ireland

In case of  foreign films shoot-
ings in India, an additional 5% 
bonus upto a maximum of  INR 
50 lakhs (USD 65,000) as addi-
tional reimbursement would be 
granted for employing 15% or 
more manpower in India.

Projects that have been granted 
official Co-production Status 
after May 1, 2022 are eligible for 
the incentive.

The Incentives will be disbursed 
in two stage—Interim and Final. 
The Final disbursement claim can 
be made only once the project is 
complete in India.
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ffo now with Invest India

Film Facilitation Office (FFO) set up by the Ministry of  Information & 
Broadcasting, Government of  India, acts as a single window clearance and 

facilitation point for producers and production companies with a view to assist 
them in getting requisite filming permissions.

Plans are afoot to further revamp the FFO by bringing in Invest India, the na-
tional investment promotion agency of  India which is the advisor, guide, and 
facilitator to every investor looking to make a home in India, to help improve 
FFO’s operations.

Invest India has country desks in countries like Australia, Canada, China, 
France, Germany, Israel, Italy, Japan, Korea, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Taiwan, 
United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom and United States.

India’s participation at 
MIPCOM represents a 
tremendous opportunity for the 
country to increase exports and 
expand its global footprint

The FFO will soon be under-
going a major revamp. The 
government is mulling over 
transfer of  operations to Invest 
India.

FFO will continue to be the first 
point of  contact for global pro-
duction houses and filmmakers 
to help them start exploring 
India for their projects.

Producers can now apply for lo-
cation recce permissions online 
for any State in India on the 
FFO web portal.
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building digital Infrastructure

India has prioritised building digital infrastructure, providing attractive in-
centive structures, and cultivating intellectual capital to grow its audio-vi-

sual industry. The government has been putting a lot of  effort into creating 
environments that are conducive to production and ecosystems that cover the 
entire production process.

India’s digital economy is expected to reach $1 trillion in value by 2025. In In-
dia, an increase in mobile phone adoption and a decrease in data prices are 
predicted to result in the addition of  500 million new internet users over the 
course of  the next five years. The launch of  5G services in some of  India’s 
largest cities will enable the telecom sector to surpass the $ 133.33 billion mark 
by 2023.

In May 2022, the Prime Minister Wi-Fi Access Network Interface (PM-WANI) 
was introduced to accelerate the expansion of  broadband internet services in 
the country. Similarly, the Bharat Net Project for optical fibre cables was in-
troduced in June 2022 with the goal of  bringing broadband connectivity to all 
Indian villages by 2025.

Data centres serve as the backbone for all audio-visual content. And this is the 
government’s focus, both at the federal level and at the state level. They are 
developing specific policies to increase the capacity of  data centres. In the last 
five years, India’s data centre capacity has increased by two and a half  times, 
from 200 megawatts to around 550 megawatts.

The launch of 
5G servIces In 

some of IndIa’s 
larGesT cITIes 

WIll enable The 
Telecom secTor 
To surpass The 
$ 133.33 bIllIon 

marK by 2023

In case of  foreign films shoot-
ings in India, an additional 5% 
bonus upto a maximum of  INR 
50 lakhs (USD 65,000) as addi-
tional reimbursement would be 
granted for employing 15% or 
more manpower in India.

Projects that have been granted 
official Co-production Status 
after May 1, 2022 are eligible for 
the incentive.

The Incentives will be disbursed 
in two stage—Interim and Final. 
The Final disbursement claim can 
be made only once the project is 
complete in India.
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avGc sector

Animation, visual effects, gaming, and comics (AVGC) are the fastest-grow-
ing segments in India’s media and entertainment industry. The Indian 

AVGC studios and businesses have transformed India into the world’s digital 
image-making powerhouse. Over the last decade, this sector has grown from 
2-3% of  the total revenue pie to approximately 10% of  the total Indian M&E 
sector, indicating that the AVGC segment will play a critical role in meeting 
India’s $100 billion M&E growth target for 2030.

Currently, India is home to over 1000 animation, visual effects and game devel-
opment studios. The industry employs around 1.5 million people across both 
formal and informal sectors, contributing significantly to making India a glob-
al AVGC hub. There are many informal clusters of  between 10-50 people that 
provide a substantial revenue as vendors to the AVGC ecosystem.

The Indian AVGC sector has performed admirably. Companies such as Tech-
nicolor and Prime Focus have won The Oscars and BAFTAs. They are now 
competing against the best in the world, and their work has been recognised 
globally. Be it an adventure movie like Thor: The Dark World and Avengers or 
more intimate projects like The Shape of  Water and The Handmaid’s Tale, Hol-
lywood is increasingly tapping into Indians specializing in VFX. Around 75% 
of  global stereoscopy work (2D to 3D conversion where you see a film to give a 
3D effect) happens out of  India, from cities like Bengaluru and Pune.

The Indian AVGC studios and 
businesses have transformed 
India into the world’s digital 
image-making powerhouse

Animation, visual effects, 
gaming, and comics (AVGC) are 
the fastest-growing segments 
in India’s media and entertain-
ment industry.

India is home to over 300 ani-
mation studios, 50 visual effects 
studios, and 100 game develop-
ment studios.

As India adopts 5G technolo-
gy, the consumption of  AVGC 
content is expected to skyrocket, 
presenting a once-in-a-life-
time opportunity for overseas 
production companies to invest 
in India.
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Today, The 
avGc secTor 

Is In The same 
posITIon as The 
IT IndusTry Was 

30 years aGo 
and Is all seT To 

revoluTIonIse 
IndIa’s economIc 

GroWTh.

As India adopts 5G technology, the consumption of  entertainment content is 
expected to skyrocket, presenting a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to capitalise 
on India’s lower production costs combined with the availability of  creative 
and technical talent.

Today, the AVGC sector is in the same position as the IT industry was 30 years 
ago and is all set to revolutionise India’s economic growth. The government is 
committed to the AVGC industry, and the Prime Minister sees it as a critical 
sector for the country’s growth as it strives to become a $5 trillion economy by 
2025. The planned National Centre for Excellence for AVGC is part of  the gov-
ernment’s efforts to facilitate the sector’s growth through skill development. 
Similarly, state governments have established AVGC policies or are actively 
working to improve and update their existing AVGC policies.

Another significant boost to the sector is that the AVGC Promotion Task Force, 
which was formed to develop world-class creative talent to serve domestic as 
well as global demand, is about to submit its report to the government, which 
will place a greater emphasis on positioning the Indian AVGC sector for ser-
vices exports, co-productions, and growth of  original intellectual property.

Many traditional visual effects 
companies that have been in 
business for a long time are now 
looking for ways to move up 
the value chain. Many Indian 
corporations are now acquiring 
international corporations.

Presently, the AVGC sector is 
in the same position where the 
IT industry was 30 years ago, 
and it is all set to further boost 
India’s economic growth.

There is a greater emphasis on 
positioning the Indian AVGC 
sector for services exports, co-pro-
ductions, and growth of  original 
intellectual property.
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states as audio-visual hubs

India has carved out a niche for itself  in the audio-visual sector. It truly rep-
resents India’s vast diversity. Indian films are not only produced in multiple 

languages but also tell the story of  the social milieu they come from. This has 
led to the development of  major audio-visual production centres in Mumbai, 
Chennai, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Thiruvananthapuram, Bangalore, Bhubaneswar, 
and Guwahati.

New centres are also coming up in Noida in Uttar Pradesh and Mohali in Pun-
jab. Each state in India has its own audio-visual policy to provide world-class 
production facilities, shooting locales and incentives to produce content in both 
Indian and foreign languages.

One of  the focus areas of  the Government of  India is to produce centres of  ex-
cellence in states to help the audio-visual grow in the country. The Software 
Technology Park of  India (STPI) has launched 12 Centers of  Excellence (COE) in 
different states. Six of  these Centers of  Excellence are focused around the AVGC 
space. The IMAGE COE in Hyderabad is directly connected to AVGC. The COE 
in Bhuvaneshwar is about AR/VR and immersive visualization. COE in Mohali 
is focused on computer vision, artificial intelligence , and animation. Three of  
the COEs are located in Northeast India. The Shillong COE is focused on ani-
mation, Imphal COE is focused on emerging technologies and the in Mizoram is 
focused on gaming.

The government is also working with states to create a Model Threatre Policy, as 
setting up of  theatres is largely falls under the purview of the state governments.

The Software Technology 
Park of India (STPI) has 
launched 12 Centers of 
Excellence (COE) in different 
states. Six of these Centers 
of Excellence are focused 
around the AVGC space

Indian States have adopted 
industry-friendly policies to en-
sure ease of  filming and devel-
oping provisions for world-class 
production infrastructure for 
audio-visual sector and provide 
incentives to filmmakers.

Many states in India have de-
veloped film cities and regional 
audio-visual hubs to contribute 
to the sector by attracting film-
makers from across the world.

The government of  India is 
looking to further boost the 
growth of  the sector by devel-
oping audio-visual clusters 
with common facilities to create 
world-class content.
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IndIa Is  
creaTInG The 

IncubaTIon 
InfrasTrucTure 

and requIred 
supporT sysTem 
needed for The 
enTrepreneurs 

for emerGInG 
TechnoloGIes

focus on emerging Technologies

The immersive technological spectrums of  augmented and virtual reality 
are the next area of  growth for the global M&E sector. In view of  this huge 

opportunity, India is creating the incubation infrastructure and required sup-
port system needed for the entrepreneurs in terms of  developing the product 
and services around technologies like animation, augmented reality, virtual 
reality, visual effect, artificial intelligence, computer vision, data analytics, 
robotics and AI.

Not only India is creating Centers of  Excellence focused around using these 
technology to master them for development of  products, product platforms or 
services, but efforts are also on to give much impetus towards uses of  these 
technology, capitalization of  these technology in the sectors like education, 
media, entertainment, hospital, travel, gaming, health care, skill development, 
and such other sectors.

Recently, A.R. Rahman made his directorial debut with Le Musk, which pre-
miered at Cannes XR in partnership with Marché du Film, a part of  the 75th 
Cannes Film Festival. It was a cinematic sensory experience incorporating vir-
tual reality (VR) with scent being the key to unlocking the story.

The movie was immersive, path-breaking and unparalleled as it marked a new 
frontier in cinema. Companies like DNEG, The Mill and MPC are churning out 
world-class VFX stories for the world cinema from India.

India is focusing on invest-
ments in technologies such as 
AI, AR/VR to blend the physical 
and digital worlds and offer 
unique ways to interact with 
consumers.

India has been developing 
several Centres of  Excellence 
to help the sector gain from 
emerging technologies to build 
interoperability across the M&E 
sector.

With technology becoming the 
superglue binding content creation 
with distribution, the boundaries 
between the erstwhile distinct 
entities such as media and telecom 
are getting blurred.
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skilled manpower

Education, Skills and Training are the backbones of  digital creative indus-
tries. Realising the power of  skill and education, the new National Educa-

tion Policy will be the game changer for the audio-visual sector.

The idea is to nurture talent right from an early age and later provide a favour-
able environment to utilise those skills in professional environment to produce 
world-class audio-visual products and services.

The Media and Entertainment Skills Council (MESC) has recently launched 
India’s first and largest creative aptitude test, MECAT (Media and Entertain-
ment Creative Aptitude Test), a standardized test to measure the creativity, 
aptitude, and readiness of  a candidate wanting to join a training institution in 
the Media & Entertainment Sector.

To meet the growing demand of  talent in AVGC sector, a greater number of  stu-
dios are opening in-house training opportunities for developing talent. Greater 
emphasis is being laid on having more trainers to develop skilled manpower 
for India’s audio-visual sector.

Recently, the sub task force on Skills under the AVGC Promotion Task Force 
has submitted its report to help the sector fulfill its human resource related 
needs. This provides a huge opportunity to overseas players to forge deeper 
ties and collaborate with Indian educators, universities and skill development 
institutions to provide their expertise in developing a world-class talent.

The Media and Entertainment 
Skills Council (MESC) has 
recently launched India’s 
first and largest creative 
aptitude test, MECAT (Media 
and Entertainment Creative 
Aptitude Test)

There are currently around 
1400 institutions in India im-
parting training in AVGC, and 
approximately 120,000-122,000 
students graduate from these 
training institutions each year.

The new National Education 
Policy will be a game changer 
for the audio-visual sector, as 
it recognises the importance of  
nurturing talent right from an 
early age.

There is a huge opportunity to 
overseas players to collaborate 
with Indian universities and 
skill development institutions to 
provide their expertise in devel-
oping a world-class talent.



Completed drama, films, 
web series, documentaries  

content for syndication, 
distribution, digital rights 

and L&M 
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details

sony Pictures 
networks india Pvt ltd
Producer/s: Nissar Parvez , 
Alind Srivastava

director: Maan Singh 
Manku, Ravi Bhushan

status: In Production

sales rights: 
Worldwide except US 
sanctioned territories

website: 
https://www.
sonypicturesnetworks.com/#

email: 
Devika.Kawle@setindia.com

Phone: +91 8419998990

MiPcoM stand 
P0.A 1, P4.E 3

Alibaba - Dastaan-e-Kabul
Ali, a lovable rogue who prioritises his family and will do anything for them, 
grapples with the everyday realities of  looking after 5 lovable orphan kids 
whom he has taken under his wing. The 40 thieves, led by their leader Iblis, 
the devil incarnate himself, were suppressed by Ali’s father, the great Jadugar 
Mustafa, and will remain so until two halves of  a magical pendant unite. When 
the guardian of  the cave, Simsim, embarks on a mission to resurrect the thieves, 
it is up to Ali, who holds one half  of  the magic pendant, to discover the magician 
within himself  and realise his true purpose in life.

Drama | Fantasy | India

details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the 
world

For syndication enquiries 
- MIPCOM  BOOTH NO: 
P-1 E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
+91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s 
and syndication  
+971 551160384

Thriller Episodes: 8x 60 
minutes 2020

Asur
A unique crime thriller that pits two opposing worlds against each other. The 
less explored, intricate world of  forensic science and the deep mysticism of  an-
cient Indian Mythology.

A psychopath killer with a twisted philosophy deep-seated in Indian mythology 
is on the loose. Two forensic officers from the CBI are close on heals to catch the 
serial killer but with a twist of  fate, they get caught in a dreadful situation. How 
will this end?  Will the real face of  this ASUR be revealed?
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Attack - Part One
An intriguing sci-fi thriller revolving around 
an army soldier who becomes the country’s 
first bionic super-soldier.

Action & Thriller

details

Zee content sales

For syndication 
enquiries 
MIPCOM  Stand 
Number:P-1, K51

e-Mail

contentsales@zee.com

weBsite
www.zeecontentsales.
com
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details

sony Pictures 
networks india Pvt ltd
Producer/s: Ekta Kapoor, 
Shobha Kapoor

director: Shahir Raza , 
Deepak Vithoba Chavan , 
Abhishek Kumar R Pal

status: 
S1 - Completed 
S2 - In Production

sales rights: 
Worldwide except US 
sanctioned territories

website: 
https://www.
sonypicturesnetworks.com/#

email: 
Devika.Kawle@setindia.com

Phone: +91 8419998990

MiPcoM stand 
P0.A 1, P4.E 3

Bade Achhe Lagte Hain Season 2
Ram Kapoor, a successful businessman who can do anything for his family, but 
feels that he has lost his one and only love. He believes that he can never fall in 
love again. Priya Sood, a middle-class simpleton, believes that true love doesn’t 
exist, and one should depend on something as flimsy as love for happiness, after 
only having witnessed heartbreaks all her life. These two people are brought 
together in a marriage, due to their families. Will they learn to give each other 
and their broken hearts another chance

Set against the archaic and orthodox backdrop of  Kolkata in India, this is the story of  an 
eight-year-old Bondita who is being married off  to a 60-year-old man. But as fate would 
have it, her life takes a sudden tragic turn when her would be husband dies during the 
ceremonies! While she becomes prey to the social injustice that insist she live the life of  a 
young widow, fate leads her to Anirudh, a London-return Barrister who wishes to liber-
alize women and unstrap them from cultural stereotypes. Seeing her plight, he steps up 
to marry her instead, in order to free her from the bondage of  the conservative  society. 
As he pledges to fight against the age-old norms and help Bondita find her identity, he 
unfolds a pathway for her to become a ‘Barrister’ . While Bondita asks some thought-pro-
voking questions, Anirudh through his journey tries to fight them. Will Bondita and An-
irudh be able to fight against this broken culture and mark the beginning of  a revolution?

Barrister Babu 
(Life of a Child  
Bride to Barrister)

Drama | Fantasy | India

Drama
Episodes: 408 X 30’ 

2020-21

details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the 
world

For syndication enquiries 
- MIPCOM  BOOTH NO: 
P-1 E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
+91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s 
and syndication  
+971 551160384
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Bahu Begum
Set against an ostentatious backdrop, the show beautifully depicts 
the royal Islamic vignette, culture, and meaningful symbolic ritu-
als surrounding marriage. Begum Raziya is the matriarchal head 
of  the most prestigious family of  the city and has created her own 
dynasty by being at the forefront of  politics and public life. A hold-
er of  the Bahu Begum title, she is respected and revered by every-
one. Although Raziya very rarely displays her emotions, she im-
mensely loves her son Azaan and her world revolves around him. 
On hearing about her son’s return from London, she is thrilled 
and gears up to share the big news of  getting his marriage fixed 
to his childhood friend. While Azaan always cherished his friend-
ship with her, Noor always dreamt of  becoming his begum.  But 
as destiny would have it, Azaan returns home with the love of  his 
life Shayra.

The show traces the journey of  three individuals, Azaan, Shayra 
and Noor, entangled in a web of  love, revenge and penance. As 
destiny forces them to stay together in a holy matrimony, Azaan’s 
one decision wreaks havoc and turns their lives upside down.

Romance |  Family 
Drama Episodes: 134 X 

30’ 2019 

details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the 
world

For syndication  
enquiries - MIPCOM  
BOOTH NO: P-1 E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
+91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s 
and syndication  
+971 551160384
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Bepanah Pyaarr
(Love Beyond Life)
Raghbir and Bani are two star crossed lovers, who are destined 
to be together. They love each other unconditionally and so when 
destiny snatches Bani away to a tragic accident, Raghbir is incon-
solable. He remarries in a few years, but tells his new wife that 
he’ll never forget his first love. But the marriage leads her to real-
ise that there is a big dark secret behind her husband’s ex-wife’s 
death. 

Whenever she tries to get closer to him, she feels his deceased 
wife’s presence, as if  someone’s stopping them. She knows that 
there is something that the family and her husband are hiding 
about his ex-wife and she wants to find out more. But there are 
forces that are stopping her from doing so! What are these pow-
ers? Has the first wife come back to haunt her? Or is there some 
other strange secrets that she unearths? And is this putting her 
loved one’s at risk?

Thriller | Romance 
Episodes: 190 X 30’ 

2019-20 

details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the 
world

For syndication  
enquiries - MIPCOM  
BOOTH NO: P-1 E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
+91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s 
and syndication  
+971 551160384
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details

sony Pictures  
networks india Pvt ltd
Producer/s: Prateek 
Sharma

director: Prateek Shah

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide except US 
sanctioned territories

website: 
https://www.
sonypicturesnetworks.com/#

email: 
Devika.Kawle@setindia.com

Phone: +91 8419998990

MiPcoM stand 
P0.A 1, P4.E 3

details

Madhu entertainMent 
and Media ltd
Producer/s: Bhushan  
Kumar, MUURAD Khetani

director: Anees Bazmi

status: Completed

website: 
http://www.madhuent.com

email: 
madhuentertainment@
gmail.com

Phone: +91 7738508150

Beyhadh Season 2
One of  the more unique romantic thrillers to have ruled Indian television, the first sea-
son of  Beyhadh earned both critical and commercial acclaim around the world due to its 
unconventional theme and strong performances. In particular, Jennifer Winget, who por-
trayed the character of  protagonist Maya, owner of  a fashion magazine, earned accolades 
for her impressive portrayal. Season 2 sees Jennifer reprising the fan favorite character. In 
the second installment, when Maya is betrayed by the man she loves, she chooses to destroy 
him by wooing the only persons he cares for the most - his sons. Treated as a revenge saga, 
season 2 of  Beyhadh chronicles the wrath of  a woman who is hurt and betrayed, but man-
ages to pick up the fallen pieces of  her life and extracts her revenge through the one thing 
that comes most easily to her - love.

Bhool Bhulaiya 2
When strangers Reet and Ruhan cross paths, 
their journey leads to an abandoned mansion 
and a dreaded spirit who has been trapped for 
18 years 

Drama | Romance | Thrill-
er Completed | India

Drama | Fantasy | India
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details

Zee content sales

For syndication 
enquiries 
MIPCOM  Stand Number:P-1, 
K51

e-Mail

contentsales@zee.com

weBsite
www.zeecontentsales.com

Carmen
A hilarious Egyptian series about a young 
woman who uses lies to cover up her lies. 

Womanhood is laced with many complexities imposed by culture, society, familial respon-
sibilities and many times by self-inflicted fear. But the one who faces all the harsh realities 
and emerges triumphant is truly a strong woman. Chhoti Sardarni sketches the life of  one 
such woman, Meher, a level-headed Punjabi girl who dreams of  a perfect life with, Manav, 
the one she loves. 

But all her dreams and hopes come crashing down due to unforeseen circumstances cre-
ated by her mother Kulwant who is also the village chief. Kulwant has different plans for 
herself  and her daughter’s political growth, and she and her sons murder Manav and ar-
range for a pregnant Meher to be married to the widow Sarabjeet with a young son, and a 
great political clout. Sarabjeet promises to be a father figure to her unborn child, as long as 
she mothers his own son. Fierce and full of  fire, Meher emerges stronger, learns to combat 
her fears and becomes the protector of  her family, a Choti Sarrdaarni.

Choti Sarrdaarni
(The Brave Hearted)

Comedy Series

Romance | Family Drama

details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the 
world

For syndication enquiries 
- MIPCOM  BOOTH NO: 
P-1 E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
+91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s 
and syndication  
+971 551160384
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Adh Chanani Raat 
Crescent Night
A man returns home after 15 years in prison for a murder committed to avenge his fa-
ther’s humiliation, but in spite of  his honest attempts to reintegrate, suppressed anger 
manifests itself  in renewed violence.

Feature film 
Drama Completed 

2022 India

details
contentFlow studios

Producer/s: Bobby Bedi

director: Gurvinder Singh

sales rights: 
Worldwide. Broadcast, 
OTT & digital formats

website: 
http://www.contentflow.in/

email: bobby@contentflow.in

Phone: +91-9810577795
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Crime Patrol
The series, whose motto is “crime never pays”, presents a 
dramatized version of  crime cases that have occurred in 
India. Series anchor, Anup Soni suggests the right mea-
sures to avert crimes, narrating real-life stories revolving 
around harassment, kidnapping and murders. The se-
ries opens the audiences’ minds with these cases making 
them aware of  the dreadful incidences around them and 
cautions them on how to be careful and alert, making it 
especially relevant in today’s times.  From June 2015, the 
Crime Patrol team not only focuses on creating aware-
ness about crimes, but also aims to help the victims on 
whom their episodes are based.

Crime | Thriller | India

details

sony Pictures  
networks india Pvt ltd
Producer/s: Prem Krishen 
Malhotra, Sunil Mehta, Vipul D. 
Shah, Anirban Bhattacharyya

director: Subramanian S. Iyer

status: In Production

sales rights: 
Worldwide except US sanctioned 
territories

website: 
https://www.sonypicturesnetworks.com/#

email: 
Devika.Kawle@setindia.com

Phone: +91 8419998990

MiPcoM stand 
P0.A 1, P4.E 3
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details

Madhu entertainMent 
and Media ltd
Producer/s: Bhushan 
Kumar, Krishan Kumar, 
Shobha Kapoor & Ektaa 
Kapoor

director: Mohit Suri

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Whole world excluding India, 
China, France, Nepal & 
Bhutan

website: 
http://www.madhuent.com

email: 
madhuentertainment@
gmail.com

Phone: +91- 7738508150

Ek Villain Return
The story of  two men in one sided love. The 
paths they choose to fulfill their love stories 
decide who the Hero is and who is the Villain

details

klay entertainMent
Producer/s: Super Audio 
Madras Pvt Ltd

director: Kunal Daswani

sales rights: 
Worldwide. Broadcast, OTT 
& digital formats

website: 
https://klayentertainment.
com/

email: 
superaudiomadras@gmail.
com

Phone: +91 9840823223

Gatka - 
Martial Arts Of India
Gatka is a form of  martial art associated with the Sikhs of  the Punjab region in India. The 
art is also linked with other ethnic groups such as the Hindkowans, who are Indo-Aryans. 
Gatka is associated with various forms of  weapons called ‘Shastar Vidiya’. This is a five-
step movement which is a centuries-old battlefield art that is the foundation of  “the sci-
ence of  weapons”. It is a style of  stick-fighting, with wooden sticks that are used to emulate 
the sword. Gatka theory and technique were taught by the Sikh Gurus or spiritual masters 
and have been handed down to generations by ustads or teachers. Gatka as a martial art 
has been thoroughly war-tested and originates from the need to protect one`s dharma or 
religion. Watch the feature as it unfolds the connection between spiritual and physical 
agility that the martial art of  Gatka so gracefully defines.

Documentary |  
Completed | 2022 | India 

Action | Romance |  
Thriller | Completed | 

2022 | India
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details

Madhu entertainMent 
and Media ltd
Producer/s: Dil Raju 
Productions & T-series Films

director: Sailesh Kolanu

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Entire World Excluding  
India, Nepal, Bhutan, France

website: 
http://www.madhuent.com

email: 
madhuentertainment@
gmail.com

Phone: +91 7738508150

Action | Crime | Drama | 
Completed | 2022 | India

Hit - The First Case
Vikram is a 32-year-old cop. While he is bat-
tling with his own traumatic past, the stakes 
get high when a girl called Preethi mysteri-
ously disappears in Hyderabad and Vikram 
has to solve the case at any

Illegal Season 1
What do you do when justice itself  is out of  order? A legal drama, set in the 
lesser-known world of  a high-end law firm where justice is measured against 
billable hours, and the lawyers are seldom on the right side of  the law.

Drama Episodes:10 x 60 
minutes

2020

details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the 
world

For syndication enquiries 
- MIPCOM  BOOTH NO: 
P-1 E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
+91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s 
and syndication  
+971 551160384
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Illegal Season 2
Illegal 1 gave us a glimpse of  the inner workings of  a law 
firm, Illegal 2 goes bigger and better when it shows you 
two law firms working on contradicting principles at log-
gerheads with each other.  They face off  for clients, jostle 
for position and fight but with opposing methods. 

Niharika & Puneet’s firm is fighting for justice, while JJ 
just wants power.  This season takes us into the dark and 
twisted world of  politics, power, seduction and twisted re-
lationships where everybody has blood on their hands and 
can stoop to any level to achieve their goals. Through their 
struggle, we get an insider’s look at the tangled worlds of  
Big Law, Big Business and Dirty Politics where cases can 
be won and lost before even stepping into court.

Drama
Episodes : 8 x 60 minutes

2020

details

indiacast (a tv18 & viacom18 
venture) - Bringing india to the 
world

For syndication enquiries - 
MIPCOM  BOOTH NO: P-1 E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi - +91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s and 
syndication  - +971 551160384
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Ishq Mein Marjawan 

(To Die For Love)
Ishq Mein Marjawan (To Die for Love)  is an intriguing and 
mysterious story about Aarohi who has been married into 
a fake family set up with con artists playing the role of  her 
in-laws. Unaware of  the dark secret behind her marriage, 
Aarohi loves her husband Deep to no end. However, she 
is soon confronted with the unbelievable truth and then 
framed for murders she didn’t commit. 

Jailed, with her identity stolen, and with her family having 
mysteriously disappeared, she is left helpless, only to real-
ize that she has been betrayed by the very man she loved 
more than life itself. Watch how she plans the ultimate es-
cape from the prison, to unravel the mystery and to avenge  
herself  from the man who deceived and framed her.

Romance | Thriller
Episodes: 494 X 30’

2017-19

details

indiacast (a tv18 & viacom18 
venture) - Bringing india to the 
world

For syndication enquiries - 
MIPCOM  BOOTH NO: P-1 E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi - +91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s and 
syndication  - +971 551160384
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Ishq Mein Marjawan 2
(To Die For Love)
As a sequel to the popular series Ishq Mein Marjawan, this romantic thriller drama is yet 
another suspense story where love will be the biggest gamble of  life.

Riddhima is a good hearted girl with an extremely strong moral compass. Being an orphan, 
she has craved love and belonging all her life, her dream is only to marry the man she loves 
- Kabir, a top cop, and have a family with him. Kabir has been on the trail of  an extremely 
dangerous white collared criminal Vansh Raisinghania who “allegedly” under the garb of  
manufacturing cutting edge water sports equipment, deals with illegal weapons and drugs. 
Kabir has failed twice in catching him and as a patriot, he feels he owes it to his nation as 
his duty before anything. Riddhima sees Kabir worried and wants to help, Kabir asks her to 
become a mole and get into the world of  Vansh, get closer to him and get the proofs against 
him which can help Kabir to implicate him and arrest him.  

But what happens when Vansh falls for Ridhima and he proposes to her for marriage. Will 
she see his good side and starts reciprocating the same feelings or will she betray his love to 
only realise that Kabir had a personal vendetta against Vansh and this was his masterplan 
to destroy him all the while. 

Romance | Thriller
Episodes: 313 X 30’

2020-21

details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the world

For syndication enquiries 
- MIPCOM  BOOTH NO: P-1 
E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
+91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s  
and syndication 
+971 551160384
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Jai Mata Vaishno  
Devi Ki & Film Mahima Mata 
Vaishno Devi
The 11 episode serial “ JAI MATA VAISHNO DEVI KI” Is in-
spired by the book “Vaishno Devi” written by veteran jour-
nalist of  Jammu Mulk Raj Saraf  and Suraj Saraf.  The serial 
unveils the unsaid divine submission of  Mata Vaishnodevi 
to Shri Ram in Tretayug.  Created by divine powers of  Maa 
Lakshmi ,Maa Sarasvati ,Maa Kaali to vanquish the demons 
infesting the earth, Vaishno Devi is born to King Ratna-
kar and Queen Vijaya. She grows up feeling a competition 
towards Lord Rama born in the same period, but after she 
grows up she falls in love with him. Rama cannot marry her 
since he had already committed to marry Sita in this Avatar, 
and asks her to wait for him at Trikut Mountain. At the end 
of  Kaliyug, after the technological war between Robots and 
Humans, she meets and merges with Kalki avatar of  Vishnu.

details

sagar world  
MultiMedia
Producer/s: Sagar World 
Multimedia

director: Dharmesh Shah

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide

website: 
http://www.sagarworld.com

email: 
shivsagarchopra@gmail.com

Phone: +91 9819822261

Mythology |  
Completed | 2022 | India
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Jallikattu 
Festival of the Untameable Spirit
Jallikattu is a popular bull taming sport that takes place in Tamil Nadu, India during the 
festival of  Pongal. A centuries old practice, it dates back to the Sangam era when it was 
known as ‘Eru thazuval’ or embracing the bull. The term Jallikattu comes from the Tamil 
phrase ‘salli kaasu’ which means coins and kattu which means a package that is tied to the 
bulls horns as prize money.  There are variations in the sport but the crux of  it requires 
fighters to pounce on a running bull and try and hold onto its hump for a specific period 
of  time or distance without falling off  or getting hurt. The bull will try everything in its 
power to disengage the rider, shaking them off, stamping them, rearing up and at times 
even goring fallen participants. It takes one who is fleet footed with quick reflexes and has 
boundless courage to attempt this sport.  Exemplified as a sign of  bravery, this historic 
sport has breathed new life into the survival of  the rare breed of  Pulikulam bulls and 
is world over regarded as one of  the most dangerous, thrilling and adrenaline pumping 
festivals ever. Watch as brave fighters come forward to take their chances while taming 
the beast. Join them as they celebrate the festival of  the untameable spirit.

details

klay entertainMent
Producer/s: Super Audio 
Madras Pvt Ltd

director: Gopinath

status: 
sales rights: 
Worldwide. Broadcast, OTT 
& digital formats

website: 
https://klayentertainment.
com/

email: 
superaudiomadras@gmail.
com

Phone: +91 9840823223

Documentary |  
Completed | 2022 | India 
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details

klay entertainMent
Producer/s: Super Audio 
Madras Pvt Ltd

director: Kunal Daswani

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide. Broadcast,  
OTT & digital formats

website: 
https://klayentertainment.
com/

email: 
superaudiomadras@gmail.
com

Phone: +91 9840823223

Documentary | Completed  
| 2022 | India

Kalari 
Martial Arts Of 
India
It’s not uncommon for age-old traditions and practices to fade away over the 
years. But in some cases, the passage of  time allows their popularity to grow. Ka-
laripayattu, a centuries-old form of  martial arts practised in Kerala, is one such 
example.  Kalaripayattu is believed to be one of  the oldest surviving martial arts 
and is over 3000 years old. The ancient martial art is a combination of  intense 
dedication, patience, discipline as well as spirituality. Rigorous movements, com-
plex jumps and tactical use of  weapons — both wooden sticks and the sharo met-
al weapons — all make Kalaripayattu a visual treat.

details

Zee content sales

For syndication 
enquiries 
MIPCOM  Stand Number:P-1, 
K51

e-Mail

contentsales@zee.com

weBsite
www.zeecontentsales.com

Karenjit Kaur
Trace the journey of  Karenjit Kaur and her metamorphosis into 
Sunny Leone - one of  the most searched adult celebrities on the 
internet.

Biopic
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Kashmir’s Troubled Waters
The documentary Kashmir’s Troubled Waters is based on the award-winning book 
“Kashmir’s Untold Story- Declassified “by authors Iqbal Chand Malhotra and Maroof  
Raza and which was published by Bloomsbury.The film examines the link between 
terrorism in Jammu & Kashmir and the as yet undeclared hybrid war between China 
and Pakistan on one side and India on the other for control of  India’s legal share of  the 
region’s water supplies.

details

aiM television Pvt.ltd.
Producer/s: Iqbal Chand 
Malhotra

director: Iqbal Chand 
Malhotra

status: Completed

sales rights: 
All

website: 
https://www.aimtelevision.
com/

email: 
iqbalmalhotra@
aimtelevision.com

Phone: +91 9811023088

Current |  
Affairs-Investigation | 

Completed | 2020 | India
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details

contentFlow studios 

Producer/s: Bobby Bedi

director: Gurvinder Singh

sales rights: 
Worldwide. Broadcast, 
OTT & digital formats

website: 
http://www.contentflow.in/

email: 
bobby@contentflow.in

Phone: +91-9810577795

Feature film 
Drama Completed 

2021 India

Khanaur
Khanaur is the vernacular word for a local variety of  Bit-
ter Chestnut, which the villagers believe is made edible by 
washing regularly for seven straight days The film looks 
at the aspirations, fears, and insecurities of  living in the 
present times, through the eyes of  a young Kishan, as he 
yearns for the bitterness to eventually fade away from the 
fruit. It is about the inner beauty and charm of  people who 
live in harmony with nature—till now free of  the constant 
pressure of  conformity, of  embracing monstrous consum-
erism and fruits of  globalisation. True, Kishan will leave 
one day wanting to indulge in these temptations.

details
shemaroo entertainment
MiPcoM Booth no: 
P-1.H75

email:
zubin.engineer@shemaroo.
com

website:
www.shemarooent.com

Kismat Ki Lakiro Se
The story is about two sisters, Shraddha 
and Kirti Dixit, in a middle-class family 
who lead different lives and live with dis-
tinct dreams and ambitions. Shraddha, the 
elder sister, is focused and ambitious in life. 
Whereas Kirti is driven by materialistic 
things and wants to marry a rich guy. 

In pursuit of  getting Shraddha married, a 
perfect match is found in Varun Tripathi, a 
handsome, self-made, and responsible man. 
But fate takes a different turn, when Var-

un falls in love with Kirti and wishes to 
marry her. Being the dutiful son, Var-
un obliges to his parent’s wishes, and 
agrees to marry Shraddha. However, 
an unexpected incident invites trou-
ble on the wedding day, that disrupts 
the lives of  the Dixit and Tripathi 

family.

Romance Drama Family 
200 episodes 2022
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Kuch Rang Pyar  
Ke Aise Bhi Season 3
The show explores work in progress relationship of  Dev and 
Sonakshi.  Dev is a successful business tycoon who lives with 
his mother Ishwari and three sisters. Dev was only eight 
years old when he lost his father. His mother Ishwari had to 
make a lot of  sacrifices for the upbringing of  her children. 
Dev owes everything to his mother and  has a feeling of  
indebtedness and complete devotion for her.  Sonakshi 
is a young and vibrant nutritionist who is hired by Dev to 
take care of  Ishwari’s health. Sparks fly between Dev and 
Sonakshi and they fall in love. When Ishwari comes to know 
about their relationship she is heartbroken as she fears that 
she will be replaced by Sonakshi in Dev’s life.  When Dev 
realizes that his mother does not approve of  this relationship. 
He takes a practical decision and decides to part ways. But, 
can he truly let go.

Drama | Romance |  
Completed | India

details
sony Pictures networks india 
Pvt ltd

Producer/s: Yash A Patnaik, 
Mamata Yash Patnaik

director: Noel Smith, Prateek 
Shah, Mahesh Pandey

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide except US 
sanctioned territories

website: 
https://www.
sonypicturesnetworks.com/#

email: Devika.Kawle@setindia.
com

Phone: +91-8419998990

MiPcoM stand 
P0.A 1, P4.E 3
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details

aiM television Pvt.ltd.
Producer/s: Iqbal Chand 
Malhotra

director: Iqbal Chand 
Malhotra

status: Completed

website: 
https://www.aimtelevision.
com/

email: 
iqbalmalhotra@
aimtelevision.com

Phone: +91 9811023088

History | Completed | 
2022 | India

Life After Death Subhash Chandra Bose
The greatest ‘missing persons’ mystery of  modern India relating to the mysterious 
disappearance of  international celebrity and national hero Subhash Chandra Bose 
aka ‘Netaji’, is deconstructed by three eminent ‘Netaji’ scholars via archival photos, 
footage and representations, and dramatic re-constructions, to piece together a pat-
tern that puzzles, and provokes even now, 77 years after his controversial disappear-
ance on 18 August 1945.

London Confidential
An espionage thriller showcasing the race against time 
of  a diligent Indian intelligence agent.

details

Zee content sales

For syndication 
enquiries 
MIPCOM  Stand 
Number:P-1, K51

e-Mail

contentsales@zee.com

weBsite
www.zeecontentsales.com

Action& Thriller
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London Files
An intense investigative thriller that follows homicide 
detective Om Singh as he reluctantly takes on a missing 
person’s case in a politically divided and criminally rife 
London city. 

Media mogul Amar Roy’s daughter Maya is missing. An 
addicted and paranoid homicide detective Om Singh is put 
on the case. The two lock horns from the get-go and with 
each unravelling mystery, the case gets murkier as the 
seedy underbelly of  London is revealed.

details

indiacast (a tv18 & viacom18 
venture) - Bringing india to 
the world

For syndication enquiries - 
MIPCOM  BOOTH NO: P-1 E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi - +91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s and 
syndication  - +971 551160384

Thriller 
Episodes: 6 x 60 minutes

2022
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details

sony Pictures 
networks india Pvt ltd
Producer/s: Naren Kumar, 
Dimple Kharbanda

director: Ravindra Gautam

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide except US 
sanctioned territories

website: 
https://www.
sonypicturesnetworks.com/#

email: 
Devika.Kawle@setindia.com

Phone: +91 8419998990

MiPcoM stand 
P0.A 1, P4.E 3

Drama | Politics |  
Completed | India

As Bheema Bharti administers a proxy government from prison, CM Rani 
Bharti is accused of  misgovernance. Law and order have entirely collapsed 
in the state of  Bihar and the opposition holds Rani responsible for the state’s 
‘Jungle Raj’. Facing constant opposition from her own party and dealing with a 
husband who is obstinately plotting to overthrow her government, she is forced 
to make some moves that will change the whole political scenario. But will her 
decisions suffice given her own husband is her greatest enemy?

Maharani 
Season 2

details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the world

For syndication enquiries 
- MIPCOM  BOOTH NO: P-1 
E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
+91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s and 
syndication  
+971 551160384

Marzi 
Set in the hilly terrains of  Shim-
la, Marzi is a gripping drama 
that explores the he-said, she-
said dynamic between a man 
and a woman in a twisted story 
about rape, power & consent.

Marzi tells the story of  a night that changes the lives of  Sameera Chauhan and Anu-
rag Saraswat forever. An initial attraction leads to a date, but neither fully realizes the 
far-reaching consequences that their meeting will have on each other or their families. 
Through the prism of  the he-said, she-said dynamic, secrets and lies come to the fore as 
Sameera accuses Anurag of  raping her. Anurag vehemently denies the accusation and 
soon all the evidence and law starts pointing in his favour, we follow Sameera as her 
single-minded determination to get revenge takes shape

Thriller 
Episodes : 6x 60 minutes

2020
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Molkki (A Bought Bride)
Rooted deep in the rural parts of  the states of  Uttar Pradesh 
and Haryana in Northern India, rests a very disturbing 
concept of  Bride Buying, thanks to the skewed sex ration in 
these states. Molkki is the story of  Purvi, a girl who is sold 
by her father as a Bride to Virendar, the village chief  who is 
a widower, twice her age, and a father to two kids. 

She faces struggles of  adjustment, identity and pride 
but above all, a man who is still in love with his late wife. 
Overnight, she must become a mother to his little boisterous 
children, while the family leaves no stone unturned in 
making her aware of  her status as a Bought Bride from a 
family belonging to a lower class of  society. 

But Purvi is determined to fight this battle with dignity. She 
tries her best to adjust, and realizes that Virendar is not 
afraid to stand up for the right. Their mutual respect stands 
the tribulations thrown at them and soon blossoms into 
an unspoken, often unacknowledged love. Will they have a 
future together, or will the untold truth of  the past stand in 
their way?

Romance | Family 
Drama

Episodes: 322 X 30’
2020-21

details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the world

For syndication enquiries 
- MIPCOM  BOOTH NO: P-1 
E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
+91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s  
and syndication 
+971 551160384
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Naagin (Season 6) (The Serpent)
Naagin in this season returns more powerful and this time 
she is battling an enemy that is bigger than ever before. This 
time Naagin will avenge her countrymen. She is the Naagin 
of  the new world. A world where a global crisis has emerged, 
where India is under a biological attack. A global pandemic 
has affected all countries and battered world economy. The 
world is coming to a halt and this medical emergency has 
seemingly no cure. 

The wise and spiritual leaders of  the subcontinent foresee 
the imminent arrival of  a catastrophe and they know there 
is only one who can counter it. They evoke Naagin and plead 
her to use her mystical powers to help, she agrees but on 
one condition - she will also seek her own personal vendetta 
from the people who wronged her. The irony is that the one 
she seeks revenge against is also the one who will eventually 
become her co-warrior in the fight against the virus. Multi-
ple conspiracies and twists all align together to make Season 
6 of  Naagin, the most explosive one of  them all. 

Fantasy
Episodes: 86 X 60’ 

(On-Air)
2022

details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the world

For syndication enquiries 
- MIPCOM  BOOTH NO: P-1 
E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
+91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s  
and syndication 
+971 551160384
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details

aiM television Pvt.ltd.
Producer/s: Iqbal Chand 
Malhotra

director: Iqbal Chand 
Malhotra

status: Completed

website: 
https://www.aimtelevision.
com/

email: 
iqbalmalhotra@
aimtelevision.com

Phone: +91 9811023088

History | Completed | 2018 
| India

Netaji Bose-The Lost Treasure
On August 18th, 1945, Indian political exile, Subhash Chandra Bose boarded 
a submarine from the Kreigsmarine’s Monsun Gruppe 33rd Flotilla at Singa-
pore’s Keppel Harbour. Did he use this transport to ferry a cargo of  gold to 
Vladivostok in Soviet Russia? Netaji Bose: The Lost Treasure reveals this as-
pect of  WW2 for the first time on television.

Never Kiss your Best Friend
Can you ever fall out of  love once you kiss your best friend?

details

Zee content sales

For syndication 
enquiries 
MIPCOM  Stand 
Number:P-1, K51

e-Mail

contentsales@zee.com

weBsite
www.zeecontentsales.com

Romantic Series
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details

yoBoho new Media  
Pvt ltd
Producer/s: Yoboho

director: Yoboho

status: Completed and in 
continuous production

sales rights: 
Global

website: 
http://www.yoboho.com

email: 
licensing@yoboho.com

Phone: +91 9892100750

Food | 2022 | India

Nyam Nyam
Nyam Nyam brings you some easy-
to-prepare cake decorations and 
tutorials that will ensure a smooth 
journey to create globally-appealing 
desserts, promising you an oddly sat-
isfying viewing experience. Not only 
will these desserts be a treat to your 
eyes, but they will also impress your 
palate, making them perfect for ev-
ery occasion.  What’s the best part? You can make it along with your family or just 
by yourself  as you follow the steps!

details
contentFlow studios

Producer/s: Bobby Bedi

director: 
Lakshen Sucamelli

sales rights: 
Worldwide. Broadcast, 
OTT & digital formats

website: 
http://www.contentflow.in/

email: 
bobby@contentflow.in

Phone: +91-9810577795

Documentary 
Completed 2022 

India & Italy

Osho-The Movie
Osho is the most well-known and controversial spiri-
tual Master of  our time. His books have sold millions 
of  copies and his message continues to be relevant 
today. This documentary aims to represent his life 
through first hand recollections from people who 
have lived close to him. What is unique about this 
film is that the director-producer is himself  an insid-
er of  the Osho movement, so he had access to those 
involved in the experience that no other director 
probably would. The film, however, is not a propa-
ganda piece. It will, on the contrary, examine all ele-
ments of  Osho’s life, including the contentious ones. 
The work contains previously unreleased footage re-
corded throughout the world.
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Parineeti
(Two Friends, One Marriage)
‘Parineetii’ is a fascinating journey of  two best friends - 
Parineet and Neeti, who are inseparable. While Parineet is 
content with her comfortable life and rooted in all her family 
values, Neeti is a strong opinionated girl who is determined 
to chase her dreams and become an air hostess one day. 

Their different outlooks and expectations from life lead them 
onto different paths but fate intertwines their lives together 
as they both fall for the same man, Rajiv and unknown to 
each other, marry him too. Will their friendship stand the 
test of  time and love?

Romance | Drama
 | 2022 | 

260 X 30’ (On-Air)

details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the world

For syndication enquiries - 
MIPCOM 
BOOTH NO: P-1 E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
+91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s  
and syndication 
+971 551160384
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Pelwhan 
Martial Arts Of India - Kushti
The ancient art of  wrestling in India is called Kushti which 
is a way of  life that connects to the glorious Indian tradi-
tions. Kushti or Pehlwani is all about mud-wrestling in gym-
nasiums called akharas. It is an art of  the earth where thou-
sands of  years of  akhara culture, have attracted boys and 
men, that is often passed on from generation to generation. 
The graceful energy and primal beauty of  Kushti wrestling 
which is a 3000 years old art is a heritage that is everlasting. 
The popular combination of  agility and discipline is what 
makes the dedication to the art so appealing. Kushti wres-
tling training centres are spread far and wide in India. The 
feature plays out an ancient subculture where wrestlers live 
and train together to excel in the wrestling form unique to 
India, Kushti.

details

klay entertainMent
Producer/s: Super Audio 
Madras Pvt Ltd

director: Kunal Daswani

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide. Broadcast, OTT & 
digital formats

website: 
https://klayentertainment.
com/

email: 
superaudiomadras@gmail.
com

Phone: +91 9840823223

Documentary | Completed  
| 2022 | India
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Romance | Family Drama
 | 2020-21 | 250 X 30’

Pinjara Khoobsurti Ka (Caged Beauty)
Pinjara Khoobsurti Ka is a heart-warming tale of  love and self-liberation. The show cap-
tures the journey of  Mayura, who is bestowed with the gift of  beauty but it becomes her 
sole identity.

Mayura is the epitome of  beauty, grace and intelligence, but the world only sees her beau-
ty. Trapped in a cage by a society that judges by looks, Mayura yearns for her freedom to 
fly free. What happens to her fight for individuality when she ends up in a marriage with 
Omkar, a control freak obsessed with her beauty? Will he ever see his wife beyond her 
physical form? Will Mayura ever fulfil her own dreams? Or will she break free from the 
proverbial cage of  appearance and be admired for who she truly is?

Pishachini 
Folklore in India is strife with stories of  Pishachinis or evil witches, beautiful but ex-
tremely wicked. This is the story of  a Pishachini – Rani. An innocent family buys a 
land on which Rani has been dwelling for years. With the help of  a priest, they capture 
and put Rani in a box, but one of  the family members frees her. A few years later, Rani 
returns to take revenge from the family, but fatefully, Pavithra enters the family - the 
granddaughter of  the same priest who’d put Rani away all those years ago. Thus begins 
the saga of  Good v/s Evil. Pavithra is the only one who can see through this evil, and 
possibly put an end to it! 

2022 | 100 x 30’ (On-air)

details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the world

For syndication enquiries - 
MIPCOM 
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+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
+91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s  
and syndication 
+971 551160384
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Action | Drama |  
Romance | Completed | 

2022 | India

details

Madhu entertainMent 
and Media ltd
Producer/s: Chetan 
Gaurang, Santosh Sen

director: Santosh Sen

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Whole world excluding India, 
Nepal & Bhutan

website: 
http://www.madhuent.com

email: 
madhuentertainment@
gmail.com

Phone: +91 7738508150

Prem Geet 3 
Prem, the younger prince of  the 
Kingdom of  Khazaag, born in an 
auspicious astrological time to be 
the future King goes through his 
biggest obstacle in life, Geet, his 
only love.

Rashtra Kavach Om
An undercover cop creates havoc to safeguard his coun-
try’s interest.

Action & Thriller

details

Zee content sales

For syndication 
enquiries 
MIPCOM  Stand 
Number:P-1, K51

e-Mail

contentsales@zee.com

weBsite
www.zeecontentsales.com
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Prithvi Vallabh - Itihaas Bhi, 
Rahasya Bhi
It is a tale of  two powerful states, constantly at war. Mrinal 
of  Manyakheta dynasty, nursed an enmity against Malwa 
since her childhood, as they were responsible for her par-
ents death. The battle brings two warring souls; Mrinal and 
Prithvi face-to-face. The animosity leads to deception, and 
rejection, that gradually transcends into a heart rending, 
passionate love story. A Love Story perhaps never meant to 
be. A unique story that starts with hatred in a battlefield and 
ends up becoming the biggest love story, never told before.

details

sony Pictures  
networks india Pvt ltd
Producer/s: Anirudh Pathak

director: Maqbool Khan and 
Animesh Verma

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide except US 
sanctioned territories

website: 
https://www.
sonypicturesnetworks.com/#

email: 
Devika.Kawle@setindia.com

Phone: +91 8419998990

MiPcoM stand 
P0.A 1, P4.E 3

Historic | Drama  
Completed India
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details

yoBoho new Media  
Pvt ltd
Producer/s: Yoboho

director: Yoboho

status: Completed and in 
continuous production

sales rights: 
Global

website: 
http://www.yoboho.com

email: 
licensing@yoboho.com

Phone: +91 9892100750

Rasoi Company
Rasoi Company is a one stop destination for all kinds of  detailed Indian Recipes. 
Along with the recipes you will also get tips and hacks for a perfect recipe which will 
make your cooking a fun experience. From breakfast, lunch, snacks to instant dinner 
recipes Rasoi Company has it all.

SER
A captivating Lebanese series about love, murder, lust, 
betrayals & deceits.

Thriller

Food | 2022 | India

details

Zee content sales

For syndication 
enquiries 
MIPCOM  Stand 
Number:P-1, K51

e-Mail

contentsales@zee.com

weBsite
www.zeecontentsales.com
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Rocket Boys
Rocket Boys is the story of  Independent India’s formative 
years in the field of  science. It chronicles the illustrious 
life of  three great men responsible for launching India’s 
space and nuclear programmes respectively: Dr Homi J. 
Bhabha, the architect of  India’s Nuclear Programme, Dr. 
Vikram Sarabhai, universally acknowledged as the Father 
of  the Indian Space Programme and Dr. A.P.J Abdul Kalam, 
the pioneer of  modern Indian aerospace and nuclear 
technology. The season traces the journey of  Dr. Bhabha 
and Dr. Sarabhai coming to terms with the challenges 
facing a young, independent nation and creating long term 
solutions for the betterment of  the country and its people. 
A story of  friendship, sacrifice and great determination; its 
emblematic of  the journey of  our country as it emerges into 
a new, post-war world.

details

sony Pictures  
networks india Pvt ltd
Producer/s: Siddharth 
Roy Kapur, Monisha Advani, 
Madhu Bhojwani

director: Abhay Pannu

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide except US 
sanctioned territories

website: 
https://www.
sonypicturesnetworks.com/#

email: 
Devika.Kawle@setindia.com

Phone: +91 8419998990

MiPcoM stand 
P0.A 1, P4.E 3

Drama | History |  
Completed | India
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Silambam - Martial Arts of India
Silambam is one of  the oldest martial arts in the world. It is a martial art which is mainly 
based on weapons, the most widely used weapon being a stick. Silambam has its roots 
in the state of  Tamil Nadu, in South India.  The word Silambam holds a meaning which 
describes the nature of  the sport. Silam is ‘mountain’ and bam is ‘bamboo’ i.e. the main 
weapon used in this form of  martial arts.  In ancient days, pre-historic man used a bamboo 
stick to protect himself  from approaching animals and inimical humans. Because of  its 
usefulness, they always had the stick with them. When they went in search of  food, they 
had to walk long distances. Playfully they swirled the sticks that they carried with them. As 
and when some inimical humans attacked them with sticks, they had to defend themselves 
with sticks.  From then on various methods and techniques were discovered on how best 
to use a simple stick. These techniques include a variety of  unique rotations and different 
methods of  attacking and defending with a stick. Many moves were crafted after keenly 
observing different kinds of  animals for e.g. rotation of  a stick is associated with the trunk 
of  the elephant, speed is related to a horse and when attacking is connected with a tiger.

Documentary |  
Completed | 2022 | India 

details

klay entertainMent
Producer/s: Super Audio 
Madras Pvt Ltd

director: Kunal Daswani

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide. Broadcast, OTT  
& digital formats

website: 
https://klayentertainment.
com/

email: 
superaudiomadras@gmail.
com

Phone: +91 9840823223
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Silsila (Unfaithful)
The show portrays the impact of  an extra marital affair between a young, happily married 
man who is in a very modern relationship with his wife, yet falls in love with his wife’s 
erstwhile best friend whom they had given solace to while she was going through a bad 
marriage. A gynaecologist - Mauli, who is happily married to a paediatrician - Kunal, is 
well settled and while she is caught up in the cobwebs of  life, she encounters her childhood 
best friend Nandini who is victim to an abusive marriage and when she is abandoned by 
her husband, Mauli shelters her. 

Kunal is drawn towards Nandini’s vulnerability, beauty and her stereotypical femininity, 
while for Nandini he is everything she wanted in a husband. Life takes a turn as the 
simple admiration turns into fatal attraction and they have an affair ignoring their moral 
dilemmas. When Mauli finds out about the affair she is shattered and realizes that she 
has been betrayed not only by her husband but also by her best friend. What happens 
when Mauli finds out she is pregnant with Kunal’s child? And what happens when Kunal 
not only marries Nandini, but also fathers a baby with her?

Romance | Production 
Year: 2018-19 | 295 X 

30’ | Season 1: 1 – 196 | 
Season 2: 197 - 295

details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the world

For syndication enquiries - 
MIPCOM 
BOOTH NO: P-1 E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
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sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s  
and syndication 
+971 551160384
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Sherdil Shergil (MISMATCHED)
Manmeet Shergil is an extremely competitive girl and her 
only goal in life is to excel at everything. She moves out 
of  her parent’s house to fulfil her dream of  becoming an 
architect. After years of  hard work, she becomes second in 
command at a prestigious firm. While she has no interest in 
marriage, she really wants to have a child and hence opts 
for an IVF. Her son “Anmol” is now her biggest support. 
Raj, the son of  the owner, whose passion is to be a stand-
up comic is now made to join the firm out of  parental 
pressure. These two completely opposite personalities in an 
unavoidable situation pretend to be married and get stuck 
in a loop of  lies with their family, leading to them actually 
getting married. Will Manmeet & Raj find love in their crazy 
imperfect marriage and realise they are perfect for each 
other?

2022 | 260 x 30’ | 
(On-Air)

details
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viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the world
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Action & Thriller

State of Siege 
Temple Attack 
Witness the heroic efforts of  military comman-
dos to stop a bloody terrorist attack.

The Gone 
Game Season 1 
The Gone Game’ is a first of  its kind pandemic thriller set in the 2020 lockdown. A 
family of  4 is stranded in different cities when they discover that one of  them has been 
infected by the virus. As they try to come to terms with the news, they realise that a 
more sinister plot may be at play. The show follows the Gujral family trying to uncover 
a disappearance and suspected murder in the midst of  an unforeseen, global pandemic. 

2020 changed the world forever, but for the Gujral family, the nightmare has just begun! 

Thriller  | 2020 | 4 x 60 
minutes 

details

Zee content sales

For syndication 
enquiries 
MIPCOM  Stand 
Number:P-1, K51

e-Mail
contentsales@zee.com

weBsite
www.zeecontentsales.com

details
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The Gone Game Season 2
A global pandemic, a nation in lockdown, and a mysterious 
disappearance in the midst of  it all! Sahil Gujral is gone. Did 
he fall prey to the virus? Or is something more sinister at 
play? 2020 has changed the world forever, but for the Gujral 
family, the nightmare has just begun! Season 2 continues 
the chase for Sahil Gujral with a big opening twist – Sahil’s 
wife, Suhani Gujral – the one he framed for his murder is 
shot dead. Suhani was out to seek revenge on Sahil and 
the Gujral clan but due to her murder, the scrutiny on 
the Gujrals heightens and Sahil’s escape with the scam 
money gets tougher. The games get more twisted as a CBI 
investigator is brought in to investigate Suhani’s murder 
and its linkage to Sahil’s financial scam. 

Will the secrets buried in Season 1 be exposed or will Sahil 
get away with the gone game one more time? 

Thriller | 2020 |  
5 x 60 minutes 

details
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The Harshad Mehta Story
Scam’ is about the major scandals that shook India and are 
remembered as some of  the most notorious crimes of  the 
country. Set in 1980’s and 90’s Bombay, Scam 1992 follows 
the life of  Harshad Mehta - the infamous “Bachchan of  
BSE”. It was a rags-to-riches story till financial journalist 
Sucheta Dalal exposed Harshad as the man behind India’s 
biggest financial scam. After his arrest, the stock market 
crashed and countless Indians lost all savings. For the first 
time, the CBI was compelled to launch an investigation into 
a financial crime. A corrupt financial system was revealed. 
Harshad eventually died in custody.

details

sony Pictures 
networks india Pvt ltd
Producer/s: Sameer Nair, 
Deepak Segal, Indranil 
Chakraborty

director: Hansal Mehta

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide except US 
sanctioned territories

website: 
https://www.
sonypicturesnetworks.com/#

email: 
Devika.Kawle@setindia.com

Phone: +91 8419998990

MiPcoM stand 
P0.A 1, P4.E 3

Thriller | Biopic | Drama | 
Completed | India
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The Rising Sun
Presenting the great biographical stories of  poets, freedom fighters, social workers & re-
formers from Indian history through enigmatic episodic motion-comic narratives that 
will inspire the kids.

details

eenadu television  
Private liMited
Producer/s: Ramoji Rao

director: 
status: Completed

sales rights: 
India

website: 
http://www.etvbalbharat.com

email: 
sp.singh@etv.co.in

Phone: +91 9121160388

Edutainment | Pre-Schoo | 
Completed | 2021 | india
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Theyyam Dance of The Gods
Theyyam is a famous ritual art form of  North Kerala in India where legends truly 
come to life. It brings alive the great stories of  the state and glorifies the beliefs of  the 
ancient tribes. Theyyam is a thousand-year-old dance form ritual so ancient that it 
predates Hinduism. The customary art assumes that man is a form of  God who assures 
prosperity to the society through the Theyyam performance. Theyyattam or the ‘Divine 
Dance of  the Deity’ is observed in local tiny temples where the performers embellish 
themselves with decorative red apparel, ornate headgear and golden ornaments. The 
art form includes dance, drama music and mime performances accompanied by the 
rhythmic beats of  musical instruments. It gives importance to the worship of  spirits and 
heroes of  ancestors. There are over 400 separate Theyyams, each unique in its style and 
artistry performed yearly. The Theyyam season occurs from December to April in many 
temples or Kavu across Kannur, Nileswaram, Kurumathoor, Cherukunnu, Ezhom and 
Kunnathoorpadu in North Malabar. The divine deity (Theyyam) wears heavy makeup 
and adorns theatrical costumes and elaborate headgear. The mesmeric experience of  
the ritualistic sprightly dance amid glowing firelight of  torches made of  palm dried 
leaves and the spiritual influences of  Theyyam stories are endless.

Documentary |  
Completed | 2022 | India 

details

klay entertainMent
Producer/s: Super Audio 
Madras Pvt Ltd

director: Kunal Daswani

status: 
sales rights: 
Worldwide. Broadcast, OTT & 
digital formats

website: 
https://klayentertainment.
com/

email: 
superaudiomadras@gmail.
com

Phone: +91 9840823223
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Udaariyaan (Flight of Dreams)
Udaariyaan is a story of  hope, love, aspiration, and dreams. Tucked away in the heartland 
of  Punjab, the story will trace the journey of  the Sandhu family, which fiercely dreams 
of  moving to Canada. 

The Sandhu family’s unfulfilled dream from generations now lies in the hand of  their 
daughters. The two protagonists in Udaariyaan, Tejo and Jasmine are like chalk and 
cheese. While the elder one Tejo is deeply rooted to her Punjabi culture and wants to be 
a professor one day, Jasmine feels like she belongs elsewhere. She is determined, strong-
willed and will make destiny bend to her will. Fiercely ambitious, all that Jasmine wants 
is to move to Canada and will only marry someone who makes this dream a reality for 
her. This blazing ambition on Jasmine’s part affects the dynamics of  the Sandhu family 
and eventually shapes their destiny. Fateh, a loyal and an absolute romantic at heart is 
head over heels in love with Jasmine but does not know how to convey his feelings to 
her. As Tejo, Jasmine and Fateh’s lives become intertwined, so begins their journey of  
achieving their dreams. 

Romance | 2021 |  
520 x 30’ |  

Season 1a 1- 260
Season 1b 261 Onwards  

| (On-Air)

details
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viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the world

For syndication enquiries - 
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details

eenadu television  
Private liMited
Producer/s: Ramoji Rao

director: Vijaylekshmi 
Sujith

status: Completed 

sales rights: 
India

website: 
http://www.etvbalbharat.
com

email: 
sp.singh@etv.co.in

Phone: +91 9121160388

Action | Comedy |  
Adventure | Completed |  

2021 | India

Abhimanyu
In the beautiful kingdom of  Kaushika 
lives a ten year old naughty Abhimanyu 
whose only desire is to become a warrior, 
a young yodha. But his merchant father 
Manikchand disapproves of  it strongly. 
Eager to train him is Guru Shivdutt, a 
veteran warrior, who also knows a se-
cret, vital to the Kingdom’s safety- the magical dome wall of  Kaushika. Team 
up with Abhimanyu, Falak, Potol, Gupshup and Minchu in their clubhouse for 
a series of  adventures and twists of  new-age comedy, mystery, mischief  and 
mayhem!

details

green gold aniMation 
Producer/s: Mr.Rajiv 
Chilaka

director: Mr.Rajiv Chilaka

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide

website: 
http://www.greengold.tv

email: 
sales@greengold.tv

Phone: +91  9949995822

Children’s Tv | Episodes | 
Completed | 2016 | India

Arjun, the oldest son of  the Kind 
of  Bali, is being raised to be 
skilled in the arts of  warfare, his 
is learning the use of  weapons, to 
ride & to hunt. Arjun’s friend pet 
is Zumba-a baby tiger.

Arjun The Prince of Bali 
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Baby Little Singham
It’s Baby Little Singham, ready to  vibe with his little au-
dience and tickle them with his mischievous demeanor 
and naughty antics. The toddler is all  set to make his 
daycare Centre a fun place to hang out  along with his 
crawling partners, Lattu, Babbli and  Cheeky. But the 
fun takes a turn when Junglee Joker, from the  future, 
sends his minions to capture Baby Little Singham  to 
refrain him from becoming a super cop when he grows.  
Although, he fails hilariously as the toddlers, unaware 
of   their bad intentions bash them while enjoying their 
own  daily adventure

details

reliance aniMation  
studios Pvt. ltd.
Producer/s: Reliance  
Animation Studios Pvt. Ltd.

director: Vikram Veturi

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide excluding  India, 
Indonesia & other SAARC nations

website: 
http://www.relianceanimation.com

email: 
tejonidhi.bhandare@biganimation.com

Phone: +91 9373529935

Comedy | Action |  
Adventure |  

Completed | 2022 | India
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Action | Adventure |  
Fantacy |  

Completed | 2021 | India

Bal Bahubali
Bal Bahubali is the sole surviving sun guard-
ian who is responsible to protect the sun 
stone-a stone that maintains the balance of  
the universe, from the evil asteroid monster 
Kapora, who wants to devour the Sunstone to 
gain power of  the planet. With loyal friends 
like Vanadya and Rish and the seer will and 
determination power of  a real sun guardian 
Bahubali will defeat Kapora and save the planet by providing pro-
tection to the stone.

Kids | Animation | 2020-
21 | 3D | 30 mins

Pinaki & Happy - The Bhoot Bandhus 
(The Friendly Ghosts)
A 11 year old boy Pinaki, raised by a family of  Ghosts within the four walls of  a 
mansion, decides to step out for the first time into the real world.This is where 
things go crazy and ghostly funny! Will it be easy for him to make new “living” 
friends and blend in? Probably yes , but not for his family of  Ghosts! Will Pinaki 
be able to strike a balance between being a normal kid while keeping his family 
happy and away from all the trouble at school? 

details
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Bringing india to the world
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details

green gold aniMation 
Producer/s: Mr.Rajiv 
Chilaka

director: Mr.Rajiv Chilaka

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide

website: 
http://www.greengold.tv

email: 
sales@greengold.tv

Phone: +91  9949995822

Children’s TV Series | 
and Movies | Completed | 

2022 | India

Chhota Bheem
Dholakpur is know for many things: a mighty and benevolent 
king, fun and big hearted cities and undoubtedly the most 
scrumptious laddoos. But no tale of  Dholakpur is complete 
without its very own little hero: Chhota Bheem!

details

green gold aniMation 
Producer/s: Mr.Rajiv 
Chilaka

director: Mr.Rajiv Chilaka

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide

website: 
http://www.greengold.tv

email: 
sales@greengold.tv

Phone: +91  9949995822

Chhota Bheem Kung Fu 
Dhamaka
At the emperor’s request Bheem and friends agree to stay 
back in China to explore the kingdom and it’s nearby villages 
making new friends and defeating foes both new and old.

Children’s TV Series | 
and Movies | Completed | 

2019 | India
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Cat and Keet 
On one side is the unscrupulous Cat and on the other side, the very resourceful 
parrot Keet. The Cat will try every trick in his book to get rid of  this ‘pesky’ 
and ‘upstart’ parrot and Keet will counter ‘trick by trick’ to protect her ‘new 
found’ turf  from this ‘rowdy’ Cat... Thus, the battle is on! 

Chai Chai  
A busy yet calm country side cafe which 
serves the tastiest tea made by the music 
loving owner.  The waiter cum guard dog, 
proud yet stupid serves the customers 
with all his skills.  A naughty food loving 
monkey whose sole aim in life is to eat 
the delicious snacks from the cafe. When 
the three come together, its gonna be 
chaos. A chase comedy for all ages.

details

toonZ entertainMent 
status: Completed

sales rights: 
WorldwideWorldwide 
except Indian Sub 
Continent 

website: 
https://toonz.co/

email: 
anish@toonzentertainment.
com

Phone: +91  9037036486

details

toonZ entertainMent
status: Completed

sales rights: 
WorldwideWorldwide except 
Indian Sub Continent 

website: 
https://toonz.co/

email: 
anish@toonzentertainment.
com

Phone: +91  9037036486

Kids | Completed | For 
distribution

Kids | Completed |  
For distribution
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Chikoo Aur Bunty
Chikoo aur Bunty will bring forth sibling rivalry be-
tween two brothers. A story of  every household, the 
show is set in a middle-class home where the duo lives 
with their parents and a playful and intelligent dog 
Barfi. The series brings alive the fun, sometimes sweet 
and sometimes sour banter, and rivalry between the 
two brothers competing for affection and goodies, while 
avoiding being reprimanded by their parents for all 
their mischief !

Kids | Animation | 
2021-22 | Episodes: 1-52 
(104 Eleven min stories)

details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the world

For syndication enquiries - 
MIPCOM 
BOOTH NO: P-1 E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
+91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s  
and syndication 
+971 551160384
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Kids | 2022 | India

Choti Aur Badi
Choti Aur Badi features Elly and her little sister Eva as they sing and dance on 
a colorful journey through the wonderful world of  songs and rhymes. Learn 
all about the Alphabet, Animals, Numbers, Shapes and Colors as Elly and Eva 
comes across curious situations and learn about them in the most creative and 
innovative manner with KidsCamp Hindi - Choti aur Badi!

Chotu Lambu and Robu
Chotu and Lambu are two aliens from planet Zuda 
Disguised as humans, sent on a mission to learn 
more about earthlings by their planet leader and 
strict Boss Khilzo. Keeping them company is their 
AI robot Robu and their talking donkey friend Sun-
dar. On this strange planet called Earth, the classic 
pair of  accidental heroes Chotu and Lambu unwit-
tingly rise to save the day. This show is a comical 
feast of  the earthly misadventures of  this bunch 
exploring earth on their spaceship named Com-
mon Sense!

details

yoBoho new Media  
Pvt ltd
Producer/s: Yoboho

director: Yoboho

status: Completed and in 
continuous production

sales rights: 
Global

website: 
http://www.yoboho.com

email: 
licensing@yoboho.com

Phone: +91 9892100750

details

eenadu television  
Private liMited
Producer/s: Ramoji Rao

director: Anish Patel

status: Completed

sales rights: 
India

website: 
http://www.etvbalbharat.com

email: 
sp.singh@etv.co.in

Phone: +91 9121160388

Sci-Fi | Comedy |  
Adventure |  

Completed | 2021 | India
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Ek Chota Kent
Ek Chota Kent is a Hindi spin-off  of  the popular channel All Babies Channel. Kent is an 
enthusiastic elephant who loves to go on quests, treasure hunts and adventures with his 
best friends Tim, Luke and Mumu, whilst he learns many interesting preschool concepts. 
Kent also enjoys singing classic nursery rhymes and popular songs! So join him and be a 
part of  his fun and exciting journey. 

details

yoBoho new Media  
Pvt ltd
Producer/s: Yoboho

director: Yoboho

status: Completed and in 
continuous production

sales rights: 
Global

website: 
http://www.yoboho.com

email: 
licensing@yoboho.com

Phone: +91 9892100750

Kids | 2022 | India
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Fido Xtreme Shorts
Fido Xtreme Shorts is a series of  one min-
ute shorts which features Fido applying his 
unique Fidosophies to the his universe of  ex-
traordinary situations. But this time Fido is 
not alone, as he is accompanied by his “bud-
dy” The Dawg. The shorts have no dialogues. 
Graphiti has partnered with Joanna Ferrone, Creator 
of  Angela Anaconda & Fido Dido to create Fido Xtreme 
Shorts. It is now seeking Broadcasters & Co-producers for 
production of  104 x 1 minute shorts.

13 x 1min
 | Animation | Completed

details

graPhiti

Producer/s: Joanna Fer-
rone & Munjal Shroff

director/s: Munjal Shroff 
& Tilak Shetty

sales rights: Broadcast, 
OTT & L&M 

website: 
www.graphiti.net

Phone: +91 9821148757

email: 
munjal@graphiti.net
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Gattu Battu
(The Detectives)
Gattu Battu is the story of  two friends who own a security 
agency in Vishrampur. While Battu assumes that he is the 
brain of  the team, his patient and loyal friend Gattu is the 
real hero, saving the duo from Battu’s silly antics.

Kids / Animation |  
2017-19 | 3D | 30 mins

details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the world

For syndication enquiries - 
MIPCOM 
BOOTH NO: P-1 E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
+91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s  
and syndication 
+971 551160384
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Gayatri - The Desert Princess
When darkness devours the golden desert and it feels like everything is lost, young Gayetri 
discovers her true identity and powers to bring down the dark king, Khadum, restoring 
the desert to its former glory.   For centuries we have heard and witnessed the tales of  
many brave Queens and princess from the desert. Tales of  sacrifice, love, courage and 
glory. These tales and stories have travelled through time, puppet shows, folk songs etc. 
Some stories remained close to our hearts; some stories got lost but a few became legends.  
In the land of  the golden sand, grand palaces, and soaring fortresses a legend was born. A 
golden princess who was destined for greatness, but fate had another plan. The princess 
was lost in the vast desert on her first birthday along with her favorite puppets that were 
a gift from her parents. Unaware of  her identity she continues to live her life as a desert 
nomad. Lesser did she know that her destiny awaits her.   Along with her magical puppets, 
she embarks on a journey of  discovering secrets and mysteries hidden in the desert. Will 
she fulfill her destiny and save the Desert kingdom from extinction?   A princess story, 
with elements of  a typical Disney movie married to Bollywood dance and song drama, a 
fun filled fantasy adventure, a visual and musical extravaganza, set in the backdrop of  
Rajasthan and it’s mystical Forts and Palaces and the ancient art of  puppetry. The first of  
it’s kind use of  animated Puppets, promises to do toys did  in “Toy Story”.

Fantasy | Action | Drama |  
Musical | Seeking  

Co-Production Partners

details

scriPt to screen FilMs 
Pvt ltd
website: 
http://www.script2screen.film

email: 
rohit@script2screen.film

Phone: +91 7036000071
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details

ZeBu aniMation studios
Producer/s: Zebu 
Animation Studios

director: : Viren Patil, 
Srinivasan Parandaman

status: Post production

website: 
http://www.zebuanimation.
com

email: 
dimzojam.t@zebuanimation.
com

Phone: +91 9999923183

Episodic series 
Adventure | Comedy  

Environmental | 2022 
| India

Gombelaago
A mythical stone called the Crystal of  Creation, is said to be the soul of  the is-
land of  Gombelaago, the source of  all nature.  Such a powerful thing can be dan-
gerous in the hands of  someone like ‘Madame Plastique.’  Which is why the wise 
old Great Tree enlists the help of  Tim and his friends to keep Gombelaago safe!

details

green gold aniMation 
Producer/s: Mr.Rajiv 
Chilaka

director: Mr.Rajiv Chilaka

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide

website: 
http://www.greengold.tv

email: 
sales@greengold.tv

Phone: +91  9949995822

Kalari Kids 
The show revolves around the village of  Kalaripuram - which preserves and practices 
the ancient martial art of  Kalaripayattu and follows the day-to-day lives of  two 
competing gurukuls.  The kids from both the gurukula are trained by to Gurus. 
They are two brothers with two distinct ideologies. While Guru Palan believes in 
bringing the best out of  his students with light hearted methods, valuing their age 
and innocence, Guru Veta believes in a rigid military form of  training.

Children’s Episodes |  
Completed | 2018 | India
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details

graPhiti

Producer/s: Munjal Shroff & Tilak 
Shetty

director/s: Tilak Shetty & Munjal 
Shroff

sales rights: Broadcast, OTT & 
L&M

website: www.graphiti.net

Phone: +919821148757

email: munjal@graphiti.net

Krish, Trish and Baltiboy
Meet the marvellous minstrels trio – Krish, a smart-alack 
monkey; Trish - a Ms. Know- it- all cat and Baltiboy, every-
one’s favourite goofball donkey are here to bring folktales 
to life. Join them on a magical journey through the exotic 
music, art and culture of  folktales from across Asia. The 
trio will whisk you into the rich world of  Indian folk tales of  
wit, humour and heart, beautifully animated using exqui-
site art of  the region, flavoured with its own ethnic music & 
woven together with the timeless power of  timeless story-
telling. The series is airing on Cartoon Network,  Pogo and 
Big Magic in India and neighbouring countries. It already 
has 40 million viewers in India alone. Netflix has recently 
launched subtitled versions in Simplified Chinese, Tradi-
tional Chinese, Turkish, Polish and Korean.

Format:8 x 60 mins| 
Animation - Movie Series 

| Completed
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Kicko & Super Speedo
The adrenaline kicks-in in this series taking you on a 
thrilling ride filled with speed and action. Kicko and Super 
Speedo is a show that portrays the bond between Kicko and 
his car Super Speedo, that appears from his TECH watch R7.  
Kicko is a humble, polite & gentle 7-year-old kid who loves to 
help his friends and save innocent people from the bad guys. 
While he’s very strong & agile, he prefers not to fight, unless 
it’s unavoidable. Super Speedo is a super car made entirely 
out of  laser lights. It is an intelligent car that can change its 
shape, size and transform into other vehicles such as a jet 
boat, a jet plane or a submarine. The super features of  the 
super car include airplane yokes instead of  a steering wheel, 
wheels with multiple rockets that make the car go faster and 
an array of  weapons to take down the villains.  The show 
imbibes good values in kids as the protagonist Kicko fights 
only when necessary and prefers his tricks over kicks.

Kids | Animation |  
Completed | India

details
sony Pictures networks india 
Pvt ltd

Producer/s: Sony Pictures 
Networks India

director: Rishi Chadha

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide except US 
sanctioned territories

website: 
https://www.
sonypicturesnetworks.com/#

email: Devika.Kawle@setindia.
com

Phone: +91-8419998990

MiPcoM stand 
P0.A 1, P4.E 3
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Action | Adventure |  
Comedy |  

Completed | 2021 | India

Legend of Dragonero
One of  the most successful Comic Series, with millions of  copies sold 
worldwide, comes to life in an action packed Animated Series, the Legend of  
Dragonero.  Dragonero is an adventurous fantasy series.

Little Singham 2D TV Series
Little Singham follows the adventures of  8 year old Ajay - who is a superhero 
by chance and super cop by choice - as he uses his superpowers and position to 
help fight crime and protect his city, country and planet from a staggeringly 
unbelievable range of  threats and dangers.

details

Power kids 
entertainMent

Producer: Power Kids 
Entertainment

status: Open for co-
production

sales rights: Worldwide

weBsite:  http://
powerkids.net

eMail:  
distribution@
powerkidsentertainment.
com

Phone: +91 9949996815

details

reliance aniMation 
studios Pvt. ltd.
Producer/s: Reliance  
Animation Studios Pvt. Ltd.

director: Vikram Veturi

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide excluding  India, 
Indonesia & other SAARC 
nations

website: 
http://www.
relianceanimation.com

email: 
tejonidhi.bhandare@
biganimation.com

Phone: +91 9373529935

Action | Adventure | 
Comedy
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Mighty Little Bheem  
An adorable toddler, Mighty Little Bheem sets off  on various 
adventures driven by his curiosity. His love for milk and laddoos and 
his strength are of  no match for any kid.

details

green gold 
aniMation 
Producer/s: Mr.Rajiv 
Chilaka

director: Mr.Rajiv Chilaka

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide

website: 
http://www.greengold.tv

email: 
sales@greengold.tv

Phone: +91  9949995822

Children’s Episodes |  
Completed | 2022 | India
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details

green gold aniMation 
Producer/s: Mr.Rajiv Chilaka

director: Mr.Rajiv Chilaka

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide

website: 
http://www.greengold.tv

email: 
sales@greengold.tv

Phone: +91  9949995822

Mighty Raju 
Meet Aryanagar’s friendly superhero, Mighty 
Raju Brave, quick and intelligent, there is nothing 
this toddler superhero cannot do. Along with a 
whole bunch of  cool gadgets, Mighty Raju and 
his puppy friend, Moby, can tackle anything that 
comes their way.

Children’s TV Series | 
and Movies | Completed | 

2018 | India
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Non-Dialogue Slapstick 
Comedy 2022-23 India

Motu Patlu (Awesome Twosome)
Get ready for a heavy dose of  comedy with the Awesome Twosome from Furfuri 
Nagariya! The comical adventures of  Motu-Patlu, the two clueless, simple but 
lovable adventurers are set in a small town in the heartland of  India. The two 
form a rather odd couple as Motu is a food addict and Patlu considers himself  
as the ‘Bright chap’ of  the team, but when they come together, they sure bring 
laughter riots along.

Pajama
Join the wacky, rib-tickling escapades of  
naughty little Jammy, aka Ja, as he discov-
ers the small wonders of  this world along 
with his Pa and Ma. Through his innocent 
mis- adventures and unstoppable  energy Ja 
reminds viewers to “never-say-no-fun”.

details

toonZ Media grouP

Producer: Toonz Media 
Group

director: Dilip TP

status 
S1 - Completed 
S2 - In Production

sales rights: Worldwide 
Except Indian SubContinent

eMail: 
anish@toonzentertainment.com

Phone: +91 90370 36486

Kids | Animation |  
2012-2022 | 3D |  

30 mins

details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the world

For syndication enquiries - 
MIPCOM 
BOOTH NO: P-1 E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
+91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s  
and syndication 
+971 551160384
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Pandeyji Pehelwan
Loved by everyone in Kailashpur, Pandeyji is 
the strongest human on earth with the most 
soft spoken attitude and very humble person-
ality. No matter what the situation he will 
always help when people are in need. How-
ever,his ever growing personality is hard for 
Rodlu to digest. Hence he tries various ways to cause troubles.However, Rodlu’s 
efforts are in vain,as Pandeyji wins the day with his simplicity.

Adventure | Comedy |  
Completed | 2021 | India

details

eenadu television  
Private liMited
Producer/s: Ramoji Rao

director: 
Dhananjay Bhopale

status: Completed

sales rights: 
India

website: 
http://www.etvbalbharat.
com

email: 
sp.singh@etv.co.in

Phone: +91-9121160388

details

toonZ entertainMent 
status: Completed

sales rights: 
WorldwideWorldwide 
except Indian Sub 
Continent 

website: 
https://toonz.co/

email: 
anish@toonzentertainment.
com

Phone: +91  9037036486

RAT-A-TAT 
Don, a friendly housedog is at 
constant war with 3 cheeky and 
unruly mice - Charly, Marly and 
Larry - who have set up residence in his home and are determined to make his 
life as difficult as possible! Poor Don’s only ally to help maintain his sanity from 
these monstrous mice is his brother Coronel, an ex-army service dog. While he 
is wiser and certainly cleverer than Don, he is no match for the terrible trio!

Kids Completed For 
distribution
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Rudra (The Prince of Magic)
The series is of  a 9-year-old magician named Rudra, 
who lives in the magical city, ‘Sun City’ with his grand-
father Jai Singh. 

The series revolves around Rudra learning new magic 
every day from his grandfather and using the magic to 
defeat the evil magician Shakaal and his minions who 
are always stirring up trouble in town to stop Rudra 
from harnessing his true powers.

Kids | Animation |  
2018–19 | 3D | 30 mins details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - 
Bringing india to the world

For syndication enquiries - 
MIPCOM 
BOOTH NO: P-1 E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
+91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s  
and syndication 
+971 551160384
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Shiva (Boy with a Super Bike)
A regular school going 9 year old boy Shiva lives with 
his grandparents in the fictitious town called Vedas. He 
is a fun loving kid. He enjoys being with his friends but 
whenever there’s trouble you can bet on Shiva to come 
to the rescue. He fights crime and saves people using 
his amazing gadgets developed from the gadget book 
his father had left him. His favorite gadget is a loaded 
sport bicycle.  Watch the exciting series full of  thrilling 
action and laugh out loud comedy.

Kids | Animation | 
2014-19 | 3D | 

30 mins details

indiacast (a tv18 & 
viacom18 venture) - Bringing 
india to the world

For syndication enquiries - 
MIPCOM 
BOOTH NO: P-1 E 73

Jhanvi sangani - Mena, 
africa & europe 
+91 9819861131

keerthana anand – aPac, 
aMericas, turkey 
+91 8451991552

amar trivedi 
+91 9820799091

sheetal Mehra: vP iB&s  
and syndication 
+971 551160384
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Children’s TV Series and 
Movies Completed 2021 

India

details

reliance aniMation 
studios Pvt. ltd.
Producer/s: Reliance  
Animation Studios Pvt. Ltd.

director: Charan Desai

status: In Production

sales rights: 
Worldwide excluding  India, 
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Nepal, 
Bhutan, Bangladesh, 
Afghanistan and Maldives 
only.

website: 
http://www.
relianceanimation.com

email: 
tejonidhi.bhandare@
biganimation.com

Phone: +91 9373529935

Smashing Simmba
A naughty teenager, Simmba is an aspiring police officer who fights the villains 
following his own set of  laws.  A 13-year old boy Simmba, an aspiring cop and 
his 60-year old uncle, retired Hawaldar Pilekar (Pillu Kaka) are vigilantes in 
their own way. Simmba is a loose cannon 24*7 while Pillu Kaka is doing all that 
he can to make sure Simmba is a well behaved, law abiding citizen/future cop. 
Simmba’s personality changes drastically when he gets a whiff  of  a bad guy in 
the vicinity. He focuses all his energy to set things right in Simmba-style action...
which is TALKING, MOCKING and ROCKING!

details

green gold aniMation 
Producer/s: Mr.Rajiv 
Chilaka

director: Mr.Rajiv Chilaka

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide

website: 
http://www.greengold.tv

email: 
sales@greengold.tv

Phone: +91  9949995822

Super Bheem  
Super Bheem is the valiant super hero of  all the galaxies combined. He and 
his trusted gang of  friends, Chutki, Raju, Jaggu, Kalia and Dholu-Bholu to 
fantastical lands beyond our imaginations, and the only way to these realms 
is through the magical portal. The ever helpful Sky Dragon only trusts Bheem 
to solve every problems in the deepest corners of  the galaxies.

Action | Comedy | 2022 
| India
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details

sony Pictures  
networks india Pvt ltd
Producer/s: Sony Pictures 
Networks India

director: : Santosh Pednekar

status: S1 & S2 Completed / S3 in 
post production

sales rights: 
Worldwide except US sanctioned 
territories

website: 
https://www.sonypicturesnetworks.com/#

email: 
Devika.Kawle@setindia.com

Phone: +91 8419998990

MiPcoM stand 
P0.A 1, P4.E 3

Taarak Mehta Kka Chhota 
Chashmah
Tarak Mehta Ka Chota Chasma!  Especially designed 
for the young audiences, the show in its animation ava-
tar, gets, bigger, bolder and funnier!  Ghada family with 
Daya and Tapu steering the  course of  comic events.  
Tapu, the naughty but quick witted hero is joined by his 
mother Daya, with her feisty and unbridled enthusiasm 
in creating uproarious situations. 

Animation | 
Comedy | India
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details
hi-tech Film and 
Broadcast academy  
Pvt. ltd.
Producer:  
Ashish J Thapar

director: Abhijit Daripkar

status: Completed

sales rights: Outside of 
SAARC Countries

website:  
https://www.
hitechanimationstudio.com/

email: ashish@
hitechanimation.com

Phone: +91 9833186523

The Pandavas
One of  the most popular Indian mythology – Mahabharata is an epic tale of  struggle be-
tween two sets of  brothers - the pandavas and the kauravas. It symbolises the victory of  
truth and justice represented by the pandavas over the manipulations and immortality 
of  kauravas.  The best season will be based in gurukul (school) where they are trained in 
weaponry to basic learning, basically preparing them as the future rulers of  their king-
dom. We will be exploring their adventures and battles both physical and moral, bringing 
in the humor as well as the underlying message to each story.

Animation | 
Comedy | India
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UP UP & UP
This is a story of  dreaming the impossible and making it happen. The hero of  the story is 
KAMLU, a baby camel, like a child of  about 9 yrs in human terms. Kamlu’s ambition in 
life is to fly...to fly up into the clouds... to the top of  the rainbow to see his mom and dad, 
who had to leave for war and never returned... KAMLU has his band of  buddies... Bhola, a 
shepherd boy (9yrs.), Leela, the princess (9yrs.), Longo, the ‘lungoor’ monkey and Mangli, 
the magic bird that can appear from any where any time and can change shape and turn 
into anything or anyone. Shera, the bandit, along with Naga and Bakru, his henchmen, has 
forcefully occupied an ancient well and extorts money from poor villagers who walk miles 
to get water from this public well...the water that has been available free to poor villagers 
for centuries. Kamlu and his friends confront Shera on this issue... Leela, the princess of  
the desert kingdom, threatens the bandits that if  they didn’t obey her orders and clear off, 
they would face dire consequences. Shera is frightened and rides away with his gang... But 
was Shera really frightened? Of  course not...he faked it...because he saw a great opportuni-
ty to make big money quickly... In a surprise move, Shera returns, kidnaps Leela and rides 
away into the desert. Leela’s friends are shocked.

82 MINTS | 
Animation| Completed

details
Blue lion  

entertainMent co.

Producer/s: 
Vihaan Dand

director/s: 
Govind Nihalani

Budget: $3,000,000 
(estimated)

sales rights: All Rights 
Available Worldwide Ex-
cluding Latin America.

website: 
www.bluelionent.com

Phone: +91 7738508150

email: 
madhuentertainment@
gmail.com
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details

eenadu television  
Private liMited
Producer/s: Ramoji Rao

sales rights: 
India

website: 
http://www.etvbalbharat.com

email: 
sp.singh@etv.co.in

Phone: +91-9121160388

Wisdom Tree
The roots of  the Wisdom Tree spreads around valuable 
lessons from popular fables .Watch and enjoy moral 
stories of  wisdom narrated in a colorful and engaging 
way!

Edutainment | Pre-
School Moral Stories |  
Completed | 2021 india
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details

graPhiti

Producer/s: 
Munjal Shroff & Tilak Shetty

director/s: 
Munjal Shroff & Tilak Shetty

sales rights: Broadcast, OTT and 
L &M

website: www.graphiti.net

Phone: +91 9821148757

email: munjal@graphiti.net

YOM
Meet YOM – a yoga-master super-sleuth, who kicks butt with 
his aweesome animal powers. Yom seems like a regular kid – 
he avoids homework, loves gadgets and gleefully outsmarts 
the school bully. But... every time Yom strikes a yoga pose that 
is based on a particular animal...he gains that animal’s pow-
ers! He can swoop like an eagle, track scent like a dog, or even 
swim like a fish! However, to his horror...he also absorbs the 
animal’s weaknesses! Yom grapples with his unique powers to 
battle dastardly villains and keep his town safe. The series is 
airing on Disney Channel India since May 2017 and also avail-
able on Netflix in major territories in North America, UK, 
Australia, New Zealand  and Indian sub-continent. It already 
has 20 million viewers in India on Disney Channel.

52 x 11mins | 
Animation 

| Completed- Season 1



Seeking Co-Production 
partners for  

in-development 
films, web series, 

documentary projects
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Bandit Queen - The Series
The season begins with a reminder of  the mot atrocious act of  banditry carried out 
by Phoolan Devi and her gang -- the Behmai massacre in which the gang lined up 
the make Thakur’s of  the village and executed them at point black range. It was 
a ceremonial killing in revenge for the gang rape of  the bandit queen Phoolan by 
some Thakurs of  Behmai. Ironically, the chief  rapists who had subjected Phoolan 
to this shame and atrocity were not among those captured and executed. The inci-
dent alarmed the nation and, as her associate and mentor Baba Mustaqueem said 
it would, brought the down the full force of  the state on dacoit gangs and activity. 
The Chief  Ministers of  the states in which they operated and Indira Gandhi herself  
convened a convention and declared war on the bandit gangs.

details
contentFlow studios
Producer/s: Bobby Bedi

status: In Development

website: 
http://www.contentflow.in/

email: 
bobby@contentflow.in

Phone: +91-9810577795

Drama | Reality | Biopic  
Seeking Co-Production 

Partner/s India
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Chitta
It was in the late sixties that drugs crept into the world of  the semi-urban and urban 
youth. In Punjab, young college kids graduated from drinking alcohol to consuming pills 
like mandrax. Delhi started getting influenced by the music and drug habits of  the West. 
Along with the Beatles, Rolling Stones and Doors came marijuana, pot, and LSD. The 
graduation to cocaine and heroin was a matter of  time and today there is a serious ep-
idemic of  these and synthesized drugs. Users range from the very poor beggar to the 
very rich and famous. The problem was enhanced because of  its use for cross border 
terrorism, internal disarray and the fueling of  the Punjab and Kashmir crises. Chitta 
will, through the life of  an upper-class addict, take us through the entire history of  drugs 
from feudal Punjab to Hippie Delhi and in more recent times, the world of  terror and the 
sordid state of  current addicts. “Chitta” explores the rights and wrongs of  all players, 
state and non-state.

Drama 10 Episodes 
40 min 2 seasons 

Seeking Co-Production 
Partners

details
contentFlow studios
Producer/s: Bobby Bedi

status: In Development

website: 
http://www.contentflow.in/

email: 
bobby@contentflow.in

Phone: +91-9810577795
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Indian Beauty
“When the sea saw me for the first time” is Amrita’s vision for the ‘biography’ instead 
the real truth is that ‘I saw the sea for the first time’.   She told Jawaharlal Nehru  after 
reading his biographical sketch “ I don’t think it is on the threshold of  life that  one feels 
chaotic, it is when one has crossed  the threshold that one discovers that things which look 
simple are infinitely tortuous and complex. That it is only inconsistency that there is any 
consistency”.   The film about Amrita has so much inconsistency in her life that makes an 
artist’s consistency, it is sensual, sensitive and detached at the same time.   It is also a study 
on sympathy and stress.   The Hungarian art critic  Mr Ervin wrote - “We Hungarians can 
feel proud of  Amrita, as she is partly ours.,   Her drawings are so perfect and structuring of  
forms so powerful that they would do credit to any painter, yes, even the best male painter”  
Amrita herself  created more sensations with her words, than her work. She talked longer 
than she painted.  She said Tagore school is a misplaced smart set . She painted colours 
under pains and subjects under her own sympathy’s colours, blue, yellow or green as from 
the points of  ‘universal man’  or like saint or being promiscuous, nymphomaniac, lesbian 
and an angel. She addressed her painting to fully form or transform one’s sexual feelings 
as desire into art or form of  arts.  Sensuality and sensuousness in her was a necessary con-
comitant of  the creative urge.  Her creative ‘arousal’ resulting in orgasam was an evident 
form of  sensuous pain of  self  consciousness.   Upsetting her emotional equiblirium was an 
indulge rather to become slave to it like D H Lawrence

Biopic Seeking 
C-Production Partner/s 

India

details
contentFlow studios

Producer/s: Bobby Bedi

status: In Development

website: 
http://www.contentflow.in/

email: 
bobby@contentflow.in

Phone: +91-9810577795
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An animated series which will bring to life the 
unmatched gallantry of  Indian war heroes, 
how they lived, how they fought and how they 
won the wars for their beloved country.

Inspiring stories of  bravery and patriotism, 
of  war and heroics will be the key content for 
the series.

details

screen yug
Producer/s: 
Screenyug Creations Pvt. Ltd.

writer and concept 
creator: Major General G D 
Bakshi

target age group: 9+ Years

contact: Ashish S K, Anand 
Pandey 

website 
www.screenyug.com

Phone +91-9765041999 
+91-9326802288 

email 
ashishsk@screenyug.com 
anand.pandey@screenyug.
com

War Heroes of India

Spiritual |  
Shot digitally in 
1920x1080p HD 

Quality @ 25fps. | Each 
episode duration is 

44 min.

Temples of India
India is the land of  temples. And Temples of  India takes the audience on a 
visual spiritual tour. As content it has eternal shelf  life just like the temples. 
The temples are so far covered primarily under devotional Programme. But 
Temples of  India has given importance to the archeological aspects as well.

The series is created as one point source of  reference for anyone who is visit-
ing these temples and also resolves all the queries which may arise pertaining 
to that temple. For the first time a vast range of  temples will to be covered in 
such detail under one programme.

details
screen yug  
Producer/s: Suvarna 
Kulkarni

contact: Ashish S K

Phone:  
+91-9765041999

email: 
ashishk66@gmail.com 
screenmentors@gmail.
com

Animated Series 
| 52 Episodes x 24 

minutes | Comic series 
on Indian war heroes 
transformed into an 

animation series
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YouCurious?
YouCurious? is a complete package that not just sparks curiosity, but will also satisfy 
it with surprising facts. Bringing you everything interesting from technology, lifestyle, 
food, health, global issues, psychology, animals, space and more!  YouCurious? is your 
daily-dose of  knowledge featuring bite-sized educating and entertaining videos presented 
through infographics and animation.  So come, let’s discover more, and know more!

details

yoBoho new Media  
Pvt ltd
Producer/s: Yoboho

director: Yoboho

status: Completed and in 
continuous production

sales rights: 
Global

website: 
http://www.yoboho.com

email: 
licensing@yoboho.com

Phone: +91 9892100750

Knowledge | 2022 | India



Seeking Co-Production 
partners for  

in-development animation 
projects
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details

Power kids 
entertainMent
Producer/s: Power Kids 

status:  
Open for co-production

website: 
http://powerkids.net

email: 
distribution@
powerkidsentertainment.
com

Phone: +91 9949996815

Kids |  
Seeking Co-Production 

Partners

Akira & Mowgli
JUNGLE BOOK”, the story that is over 100 years old 
and every time the book opens with its tales, it never 
fails to enthral the audience.

Mowgli, Baloo, Bagheera, Shere Khan, Kaa are world 
famous characters and their names are embedded in the minds of  
 people of  all ages, across the globe

Amazing Kids
Abacus (the leader), Maya, Neon, Geo and Flora are best friends studying in 5th grade. 
They go to a jungle camp where they run into an evil alien who claims to have gathered 
more knowledge about earth than the mankind itself. He believes that he can rule the 
earth.

The kids simply laugh on the alien and tell him that how he can be so sure about the 
mankind when he cannot even beat the five kids in any challenge that is based on the 
knowledge of  their planet. The Alien gets furious and creates a maze, a virtual world 
that is the replica of  the forest. The Alien asks the kids to solve the maze in the virtual 
forest before the time-out or he will take away the “element” that he has put on stake.

The alien also gives a utility box to the kids that will come handy during the mission. 
The virtual forest is set on fire and oxygen is on stake. Kids accept the challenge and 
enter through the door that the evil alien has created.

details

screen yug

content creator/s: 
Ashish S K, Anand Pandey

Phone(s): 
+91 9765041999 
+91 9326802288

email: ashishk66@gmail.com 
screenmentors@gmail.com

website: www.screenyug.com

target audience: 
Kids between 5 and 9

Flash | 3D Animated 
Series  | 104 Episodes 
X 22 min | Education | 
Adventure | Comedy
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Bartali’s Bicycle 
In the darkest times of  Italian history, the unforgettable cycling 
champion Gino Bartali saved hundreds of  Jews by transporting 
counterfeit identity papers hidden in the frame of  his bike.60 
years later Bartali’s bicycle becomes a symbol of  victory, David 
a smart and determined Jewish athlete, accepts the challenge 
of  a cycling race with his Arabian friend Ibrahim. It violates the 
rules between their communities but paves a way for peace and 
tolerance.

details

toonZ entertainMent 
website: 
https://toonz.co/

email: 
bruno@toonzmediagroup.
com

Phone: +91  9037036486

Adventure Comedy 
Seeking Co Production 

Partners
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details

crossover Media & 
design Pvt ltd
Producer/s: Crossover 
Media & Design Pvt Ltd 
(INDIA)

status: Initial 
Development

website: 
http://www.guppytheatre.
com

email: 
anil@guppytheatre.com

Phone: +91 9769581949

Travel | Adventure | 
Seeking Co-Production 

Partners | Buyers

Becoming Narad
BECOMING NARAD is a live streaming show of  Narad through which his audience 
accompanies him and his team on fun and humorous adventures to discover the 
science and mythology of  the natural wonders of  the world. His companions are 
a motley team of  real and fantastical characters, each of  whom represent one of  
the powers of  RISHI NARAD from Indian mythology. A call to action through 
fantastic storytelling, discovery and travel!!       The show inspires the children 
to act now to protect their own future and encourages them to ‘Become Narad’ 
themselves.

details

reliance aniMation 
studios Pvt. ltd.
Producer/s: Reliance  
Animation Studios Pvt. Ltd.

director: Swati Chavan

status: Completed

sales rights: 
Worldwide Excluding India 
Sub-continent (Bangladesh, 
Bhutan,India, The Maldives, 
Nepal, Pakistan, Seychelles 
and Sri Lanka)

website: 
http://www.
relianceanimation.com

email: 
tejonidhi.bhandare@
biganimation.com

Phone: +91 9373529935

Comedy | Adventure |  
Completed | 2022 | India

Bhaiyyaji Balwan 
BHAIYYAJI, an eight y/o naughty, street smart and charming kid from the 
city. He is sent to the picturesque village of  GOMATIPUR, where he was born. 
He lives with his despicable distant relatives - TAUJI, TAIJI and their son NAN-
DU. Nandu is a victim of  Murphy’s law and is Bhaiyyaji’s biggest fan.  The 
hostility at home creates a desire in Bhaiyyaji to fight against injustice and 
to stand up for what’s right. He finds a true sense of  belonging in Gomatipur 
after he joins hands with his newly acquainted friends MILKU - a cow, and TM, 
the colour changing Tiny Monkey. Along with Nandu, they work together for 
the betterment of  the village and protect Gomatipur from the evil influences
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Circus 
After the last circus been closed down, Pintu, a 11 year old kid 
and his grandfather were on the streets along with few of  their 
pets, while other animals were donated to the zoo. but he soon 
learned that it was not the governing laws but a evil smuggler 
who intend to sell these animals to a rich hobbyist in gulf. Pintu 
is now on a mission to save his animal friends and revive the 
circus of  his dreams.

deTaIls

screenyug creations
producer Ashish S K

director Anand Pandey

studio Screenyug 
Creations Pvt. Ltd.  

email  
ashishk66@gmail.com

phone  
+91 9326802288 

Website 
http://www.screenyug.in

90 min feature film |  
Animation | 

Script ready for 
Production
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details

Power kids 
entertainMent
Producer/s: Power Kids 

status:  
Open for co-production

website: 
http://powerkids.net

email: 
distribution@
powerkidsentertainment.
com

Phone: +91 9949996815

Kids |  
Seeking Co-Production 

Partners

Cuddle 
Cubbies
The Cuddle Cubbies is interactive 
CGI show, our cubbies are cute 
little baby animals with a special 
ability. When they come together 
and hug, their bodies begin to 
glow, they become bathed in a 
swirling light, and they take on

details
Paperboat animation 
studios
Producer: Paperboat 
Animation Studios

director: Soumitra Ranade

status: Pre-Production

website: https://www.
paperboatstudios.co/

email aashish@
paperboatstudios.co

Phone: +91 99670 45875

Sci-fi | Action | Comedy 
| Pre-Production | 2022 | 

Canada | India

Cosmo League 
Two kids team up and lead their team to win the 
Inter-Galactic Moonball
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Daisy Dew Drop  
Daisy Dew Drop and the Rainbow Garden is a fun and imaginative 
way for kids to learn about caring for the world in which they 
live, joining Daisy and her friends on their adventures in her 
garden. Daisy is a very young girl-next-door flower girl tasked 
with keeping the enchanted garden blooming with help from 
her heart locket filled with magic pollen dust. She cares about 
all the garden friends and tries to promote harmony and 
friendship as needed. The show entertains while providing an 
environmental message for the very young about relationships 
between all living things in the garden.

details

toonZ 
entertainMent 
website: 
https://toonz.co/

email: 
bruno@
toonzmediagroup.com

Phone: +91 9037036486

Pre Schoo | Seeking Co 
Production Partners
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Gayatri - The Desert Princess
When darkness devours the golden desert and it feels like everything is lost, young Gayetri 
discovers her true identity and powers to bring down the dark king, Khadum, restoring 
the desert to its former glory.   For centuries we have heard and witnessed the tales of  
many brave Queens and princess from the desert. Tales of  sacrifice, love, courage and 
glory. These tales and stories have travelled through time, puppet shows, folk songs etc. 
Some stories remained close to our hearts; some stories got lost but a few became legends.  
In the land of  the golden sand, grand palaces, and soaring fortresses a legend was born. A 
golden princess who was destined for greatness, but fate had another plan. The princess 
was lost in the vast desert on her first birthday along with her favorite puppets that were 
a gift from her parents. Unaware of  her identity she continues to live her life as a desert 
nomad. Lesser did she know that her destiny awaits her.   Along with her magical puppets, 
she embarks on a journey of  discovering secrets and mysteries hidden in the desert. Will 
she fulfill her destiny and save the Desert kingdom from extinction?   A princess story, 
with elements of  a typical Disney movie married to Bollywood dance and song drama, a 
fun filled fantasy adventure, a visual and musical extravaganza, set in the backdrop of  
Rajasthan and it’s mystical Forts and Palaces and the ancient art of  puppetry. The first of  
it’s kind use of  animated Puppets, promises to do toys did  in “Toy Story”.

Fantasy | Action | Drama |  
Musical | Seeking  

Co-Production Partners

details

scriPt to screen  
FilMs Pvt ltd
website: 
http://www.script2screen.film

email: 
rohit@script2screen.film

Phone: +91 7036000071
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details

reliance aniMation 
studios Pvt. ltd.
Producer/s: Reliance 
Animation Studios Pvt. Ltd.

status: Trailer is ready

website: 
http://www.
relianceanimation.com

email: 
tejonidhi.bhandare@
biganimation.com

Phone: +91 9373529935

Comedy | Horror | 
Seeking Co-Production | 

Partners

Ghost Station
No human can access to the Spirit world. But the ghosts from the spirit world  can enter 
the real world via ghost station.  - The Ghost station functions at the strike of  12 am or pm. 
Vicky and Mimi must  complete their mission before the train leaves for Ghost station.  - 
All episodes will have race against the time and the antagonist creating hurdles  to achieve 
that.  - All ghosts are funny and goofy, keeping the story light hearted and not horror. The 
focus of  the episodes will highlight the humor of  eccentric ghosts.45.

details

ZeBu aniMation 
studios
Producer/s: Zebu 
Animation Studios

director: 
status: Seeking Co-
production

website: 
http://www.zebuanimation.
com

email: 
dimzojam.t@
zebuanimation.com

Phone: +91 9999923183

Itti Bitti World
Bitti is a young girl with a hyper active 
imagination. In her world, everything 
comes to life - whether it is little spoons 
are giant palm trees. Every day events become grander than life adventures when 
you’re with Bitti. Her family and village support her imagination, and it takes a 
village to raise a curious, bright, brave and empathic girl who can even reach the 
moon if  she wants to!

Episodic | series |  
Adventure | Family |  

Seeking Co-production 
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details

graPhiti

Producer/s: 
Munjal Shroff

director/s: Tilak Shetty

website: 
www.graphiti.net

Phone: +919821148757

email: 
munjal@graphiti.net

Kul Veera
Kul Veera is the story of  five princes in waiting who are training 
at the most exclusive academy of  the land together with their bit-
ter rivals. Before becoming the legendary heroes of  the classic In-
dian epic, Mahabharata, they were just teenagers each of  whom 
dreamed of  becoming Kul Veera, the hero of  the clan.

Kul Veera theatrical short was co-developed and co-produced 
with Carton Network Asia as a part of  Snaptoons program. It was 
the top rated short of  the program.

90 minutes | Pilot Com-
pleted |  Animation
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details

reliance aniMation 
studios Pvt. ltd.
Producer/s: Reliance 
Animation Studios Pvt. Ltd.

status: Bible is ready

website: 
http://www.
relianceanimation.com

email: 
tejonidhi.bhandare@
biganimation.com

Phone: +91 9373529935

Action | Comedy |  
Adventure | Seeking | 

Co-Production | Partners

Kid Commando
The series follows the daring adventures of  a teenaged 
commando & espionage agent – Karan. He undertakes 
impossible missions to prevent the evil doings of  mega-
villains & international crime syndicates.

details

scriPt to screen FilMs 
Pvt ltd
website: 
http://www.script2screen.
film

email: 
rohit@script2screen.film

Phone: +91 7036000071

Mythological | Fantasy 
|  Action | Adventure | 

Drama Seeking Co-Pro-
duction Partners

Kishkindha
A visual extravaganza of  im-
mense scale, A millennium old 
technologically advanced hid-
den Kingdom, A book which 
holds immense power to threat-
en the contemporary world as 
we know it, “Kishkindha” is a tale of  two worlds coming together after thousands of  years 
to fight the evil prevailing in the modern world.  A modern evil Villain with immense pow-
ers threatens to conquer the world and trigger a War of  a scale that can engulf  the entire 
world. A young protagonist, the heir to the ancient hidden Kingdom has to step out into the 
unknown world; Can he become the saviour of  both the Worlds.  With the backdrop of  the 
ageless Epic Ramayana, we bring to you an Adventure, Fantasy Fiction and a new Indian 
Superhero.
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Kittu
Kittu is a 9 year old sweet, shy and small-made boy who has a great aptitude for science, 
thanks to his friendship with an eccentric but kind old neighbor - Prof  Diwan - who 
inculcates in Kittu the habit of  reading, observing and healthy scientific curiosity. Kittu 
is a voracious reader and also cannot resist solving puzzles and riddles whenever he gets 
an opportunity. • However, Kittu’s fascination for reading and academics comes at a cost. 
All his classmates consider Kittu a social outcast as he is too shy to mingle freely and 
looks too scholarly. His classmates often exclude Kittu from group activities like sports 
and dramatics despite Kittu’s desire to participate  Further, some of  the mean kids also 
take great pleasure in bullying Kittu for the way he looks and his soft nature; and often 
Kittu is the butt of  their jokes and pranks. • Whenever Kittu’s best friend, Dinku, tries to 
stand up for him, he is also equally bullied and restrained from complaining to the school 
headmaster - Principal Pillai. • At home, Kittu faces a different kind of  problem. While 
his mother wants Kittu to excel at studies - which means she wants Kittu to spend most 
of  his time at home studying - his father [a police officer] wants Kittu to excel at sports 
and games - which means he wants Kittu to devote less time to studies and more time to 
master a sport. Kittu therefore is often caught between his parents who both have diverse 
expectations from him.

details

reliance aniMation 
studios Pvt. ltd.
Producer/s: Reliance 
Animation Studios Pvt. Ltd.

status: Bible is ready

website: 
http://www.
relianceanimation.com

email: 
tejonidhi.bhandare@
biganimation.com

Phone: +91 9373529935
Action | Comedy |  

Adventure | Seeking 
Co-Production | Partners
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details

crossover Media & 
design Pvt ltd
Producer/s: Crossover 
Media & Design Pvt Ltd 
(INDIA)

status: Initial Development

website: 
http://www.guppytheatre.
com

email: 
anil@guppytheatre.com

Phone: +91 9769581949

Sci-fi | Fantasy | 
Adventure | Seeking 

Co-Production Partners 
| Buyers

Mallu & Pi and the needle of light
In an astounding adventure that weaves through time and space, two children and their 
“non-human’ companions team-up to try and find the key to balanced life – The Needle Of  
Light. Needle of  Light is a life-kindling force to reverse the deadly crystallisation of  all life 
forms on Threa with Advanced Crystal Technology (ACT). It is a secret hidden in the centre 
of  Earth and the quest to find it is a treacherous journey made light with wit and humour. 
A surprising twist in the end reveals the start of  another adventure - part 2 of  the trilogy.

details

toonZ entertainMent 
website: 
https://toonz.co/

email: 
bruno@toonzmediagroup.
com

Phone: +91  9037036486

Kungfu Princess 
The amazing adventures of  a young princess whose kingdom is taken away by 
an Evil monster, and to reclaim her kingdom and protect her people, she learns 
the extraordinary Art of  kungfu and joins a travelling performance troupe as a 
dancer.

With the support given by her blind care-taker cum kungfu master, the princess 
Fights and dances her way to success. An unbelievable and thrilling adventure 
through the landscapes of  the world Where an orphan girl transforms into a true 
warrior and hero for her people!

Seeking Co Production 
Partners
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details
screen yug

Producer/s: Screen Yug

contact: Ashish S K

Phone: +91-9765041999

email: 
ashishk66@gmail.com 
screenmentors@gmail.
com

Mary Kom Junior
Screen Yug has signed exclusive rights for animation content 
with boxing champion Mary Kom to make Mary Kom Jr, India’s 
first girl super hero. The story revolves around Mary Kom Jr, an 
8-year-old boxing champion who owns a pair of  magical boxing 
gloves.

Mary Kom and her team - Onir, Mona and their coach Master Oja 
- travel to various exotic and fictional destinations in India and 
around the world to take part in boxing

competitions. During these adventurous journeys, they encoun-
ter several dangerous situations and many powerful enemies of  
all kinds, shapes and sizes.

Action comedy for 
kids from 4 to 8 years | 

11 minutes x 52 episodes 
animated series
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details

crossover Media & 
design Pvt ltd 
Producer/s: Crossover 
Media & Design Pvt Ltd 
(INDIA) & Redfrog (France)

status: Initial 
Development

website: 
http://www.guppytheatre.
com

email: 
anil@guppytheatre.com

Phone: +91  9769581949

Cartoon | Comedy | 
Seeking | Co-Production 

Partners | Buyers

Miniraja / Li’l Maharaja of Mastipur
This buddy comedy is about MINIRAJA, a young prince and future Maharaja 
of  Mastipur,  who has a strong appetite for mischief  and pranks. Kulfi, a  Royal 
Bengal Tiger from the Royal Guards, is entrusted with the task of  ‘Nanny’ who 
watches over him as if  he were his own cub. With Miniraja’s tendency to head 
straight towards danger Kulfi definitely has his work clawed out for him!!!  

The series draws on funny intercultural situations as the Royal Family hosts 
several international guests from all around the world in their splendid ancestral 
palace

details

Power kids 
entertainMent
Producer/s: Power Kids 

status:  
Open for co-production

website: 
http://powerkids.net

email: 
distribution@
powerkidsentertainment.com

Phone: +91 9949996815

Kids |  
Seeking Co-Production 

Partners

Puppet Poppet
A Puppet Show with five curious friends living in differentcities in the Global 
Village. They gather to explore their world, learn about their countries, cultures, 
their feelings and grow together in this light hearted
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details

ZeBu aniMation studios
Producer/s: Zebu 
Animation Studios

status: Seeking Co-
production

website: 
http://www.zebuanimation.
com

email: 
dimzojam.t@zebuanimation.
com

Phone: +91 9999923183

Episodic series | Family |  
Comedy | Learning |  

Seeking Co-production 

Tern Tales
Every year, the Arctic 
Terns travel from the 
south pole to the north pole and back! That’s 35,000 kms - the longest migra-
tion in any animal. But that was the olden days! The modern family of  Arctic 
terns are gonna be having all sorts of  adventures - flying over the pyramids of  
Giza, the Great wall of  China, The statue of  liberty. Theyr’e gonna be explor-
ing new places, discovering new cultures, meeting all new sorts of  people. And 
throughout it all - they learn to embrace diversity, empathy,friendship,  family, 
and learning!

details

toonZ entertainMent 
website: 
https://toonz.co/

email: 
bruno@toonzmediagroup.
com

Phone: +91  9037036486 Sunny Side Billy 
“THE FRIENDLY FRIED EGG IN 
A STRUGGLE TO SAVE WHAT HE 
SAVORS MOST!” Life would be so 
serene at Dead End Bay if  it wasnt for the crazy antics between its souvenir shop 
owner Tooth who wants to create a theme park with Big Fish a mythical creature  
as its main attraction and the local tourist guide Billy and his friends Shelley and 
Ben who doesn’t want to loose the town’s idyllic ways. Big Fish their giant friend 
must remain secret always…. The series is about irreconcilable views between 
Billy and Tooth and the funny craziness that ensues !

Comedy | Seeking Co 
Production Partners
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The Black Diamond Race
A very wealthy and highly respected Maharaja who has a 
soft spotfor gambling,owns the famous Black Diamond. A 
mysterious Collector desperately wants thediamond at any 
cost, since the Maharaja WILL NOT SELL! He challenges the 
Maharaja to a car race across India, four cars per team..

The winner will be whoever drives the route in the shortest 
time possible. The Maharaja enlists his two kids, Raja and 
Ravi, studying in London, to find the four best cars in the world 
for his team.Thus begins anadventuresome searchin Europe, 
crossing paths with the manufacturers and visionaries who 
made early car racing history. And we’re talking Ferrari and 
Alfa Romeo, Citroen and Mercedes.

Little does he know the Collector owns four futuristic car 
prototypes stolen from the best manufacturers around the 
world.

Action | Adventure 
Seeking Co Production 

Partners

details

toonZ entertainMent 
website: 
https://toonz.co/

email: 
bruno@toonzmediagroup.
com

Phone: +91  9037036486
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details

naagavanshaM
Producer/s: 
Naagavansham

status: Pre Production

website: 
https://www.sagarworld.
com

email: 
shivsagarchopra@gmail.
com

Phone: +91 9819822261

The Hooded Dynasty
NAAGVANSHAM narrates the as-yet untold saga of  the mysterious Nagas- 
Half-serpent, half-men – whose astounding powers, immeasurable strength and 
prowess in war were said to rival even that of  the gods; tracing their journey 
from being birthed by a volatile mother through venom-splattered rivalries and 
power-plays to culminate in the fiery curse that spelled doom for the entire 
clan.

details

toonZ entertainMent 
website: 
https://toonz.co/

email: 
bruno@toonzmediagroup.
com

Phone: +91  9037036486 The Goober Troop 
THE GOOBER TROOP is a character-
driven comedy about the hilarious 
adventures of  the most amazing group 
of  friends ever seen: a youtuber peanut 
butter toast, an empty can of  beans, an old fashion phone, a supercool chewed gum 
and a competitive tennis ball. They all live in the recycling depot. Their goal is to 
make the world a better place to live but their absurd ideas always unleash chaos 
they must fix in each episode.

Adventure | Comedy |  
Seeking Co Production 

Partners

Fantacy | Seeking |  
Co-Production | Partners
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The Story of Bookworm GoGo
When the lights go out in a New York second-hand bookshop, a storybook 
world comes to life. Four adorable little bookworms wriggle out between the 
pages and, every night, transform into actors and put on a play upon the life-
like stage of  a pop-up book.

Every night they choose to act out a different well-known story from around 
the globe, travelling into a marvelous fantasy book world where imagination 
is the only limit.

Animation
 | In Production

Sci-fi |  Comedy Adven-
ture of Aliens on Earth 
Seeking Co Production 

Partners

details

toonZ entertainMent 
website: 
https://toonz.co/

email: 
bruno@toonzmediagroup.
com

Phone: +91  9037036486Tituta 
Three extraterrestrial aliens, Ti, Tu and Ta, are sent to Earth to find out the source 
of  space trash that’s crash landing on their home-world. They discover a planet in 
midst of  an environmental crisis caused by a creative but self-destructive species 
called humans. Ti, Tu and Ta ( TTT ) are on a mission to ‘observe and report 
back’ and help where necessary with the whole ‘Earth situation’ while saving 
their planet.

details
toonZ entertainMent 
Pte ltd, XrisP co., ltd

Producer/s: Toonz 
Entertainment PTE LTD, 
XrisP Co., LTD

sales rights: All Rights

website: 
toonz.co

Phone: +91 9895836836

email: vthomas@imi-
raentertainment.com
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details

klay entertainMent

Producer/s: 
Super Audio Madras Pvt Ltd

director: 
Kunal Daswani

sales rights: 
Worldwide. Broadcast,  
OTT & digital formats

weBsite 
https://klayentertainment.com/

eMail 
info@klayentertainment.com

Phone 
+91-9840823223

Tiny Gods
The setting for Tiny Gods is on earth, in a fictional small 
town of  Vidyapur where the newest members of  the school 
are no ordinary students – they are the powerful and mighty 
Gods – Ganesh, Karthikeya and Devasena in the form of  
human children, sent to earth to understand the ways of  
mortals. Created for children 6-10 years, this is a 52x6 min-
utes series of  action-packed,  adventures filled with laugh-
ter, love and above all else, the importance of  friendship.

Animation Episodic 
Preschool 2022 India
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Urmila - Ramayan Tetold
The untold love story of  Urmila, Sita’s sister and Lakshmana’s wife in the epic Ramayana. 
A new take on Ramayana from the perspective of  one of  the most overlooked but perhaps 
the strongest character in the epic.  Ramayana is an epic that has always captured our 
imagination since times immemorial. It has been told and retold many times but the lens 
on the story has remained the same, seen from only one view, of  that of  Ram and Sita. 
The Ramayana which has been popularised by comics, movies and the television is all 
about Ram and Sita. All the rest of  the characters are woven around them. We believe, 
it is a story that has more to say. We propose to tell the story behind this epic through a 
new lens, the eyes of  a strong woman, a princess, who was sentenced to an exile of  her 
own, as she held together, the Palace of  Ayodhya.   We present “Urmilla”, the epitome 
of  Strength and Sacrifice, “The Woman of  Substance” in the epic Ramayana in a never-
before-seen format in a fun-filled 3-D format for kids and families. A Princess story, set in 
the backdrop of  the eternal epic “Ramayana”.

Mythological | Fantasy |  
Action | Drama | Seeking 
Co-Production | Partners

details

scriPt to screen FilMs 
Pvt ltd
website: 
http://www.script2screen.film

email: 
rohit@script2screen.film

Phone: +91 7036000071
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Notes:






